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ABSTRACT
Manufacturing companies today are moving toward Just-in-time (JIT)
manufacturing. With JIT manufacturing, suppliers are required to improve the
reliability and consistency of their manufacturing to ensure delivery to the JIT
customer. Equipment and process downtime can be costly because of its impact
on a plant's ability to supply its customer.
The auto parts manufacturer studied in this thesis was experiencing excessive
machine downtime due to shortages of spare parts for its manufacturing
equipment and consumables for its manufacturing processes. Causes for the
shortages included inadequate inventory policies, control systems and
organization.
This thesis investigates inventory policies and control systems with a focus
on consumables and spare parts. Demand is analyzed for items with the highest
usage, highest cost and highest impact on downtime. For further study, an
order-point, order quantity (s,Q) inventory policy with complete back-ordering
and stockout penalty per stockout occasion is chosen. Based on the (s,Q) policy
an inventory management tool is created.
Using historical forecasting and other demand projections, simulation is used
to compare the efficacy of the (s,Q) policy with current policies. The results show
that the (s,Q) policy significantly reduces shortages and has comparable inventory
holding and ordering costs.
This thesis demonstrates the importance of using data and theory based
inventory policies for critical spare parts and consumables. It also illustrates the
importance of organizational issues in determining an inventory policy.
Thesis Advisors:
Anantaram Balakrishnan, Professor, Pennsylvania State University
Formerly, Associate Professor, MIT Sloan School of Management
Kevin Otto, Assistant Professor, MIT Department of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1: Introduction
This thesis presents an example of establishing an inventory policy based
on theory and data where such a policy does not already exist. Specifically, this
thesis concerns itself with the inventory management of spare parts and
consumables (consumables are items that are consumed in the production of a
product, but do not become part of the product). Moreover, this thesis offers a
method of achieving improved service levels without an excessive increase in
stocks. It considers both practical and theoretical aspects of managing an
inventory of spare parts and consumables at the plant level.
Unavailability of spare parts when a machine is down can have drastic
effects on a plant's ability to produce products to meet a customer's demand.
Similarly, a shortage of consumables could stall production for days. The impact
of production downtime can be very costly, especially if the plant supplies parts
to an automobile assembler who is moving towards Just-in-time (JIT)
manufacturing. Because production line stoppages are so costly, automobile
manufacturers often assess financial penalties to suppliers who do not meet
production schedules. Even when a machine downtime does not translate into a
failure to meet a shipping schedule, downtime often translates into overtime
work for plant personnel to make up the lost production.
The plant studied in this thesis is a supplier of aluminum automotive
parts to a customer practicing JIT. The plant was new (less than two years old),
and had improved output and productivity significantly since its inception, but
still experienced production variation from machine downtime and occasional
quality related process stoppages. A particular problem the plant was grappling
with was that of excessive machine downtime occurrences due to shortages of
spare parts and consumables. To ensure against shortages the plant had begun to
improve its inventory management systems.
In this thesis, as part of the inventory management improvements, we
analyze the causes for shortages of spare parts and consumables, and analyze
demand patterns for such items. From the analyses and from an investigation
into inventory policies, a generalized inventory policy is selected for further
consideration. Based on the selected policy, we develop a calculation-
automation tool. Using inventory positions and quantities calculated by the tool,
we use simulation to test the selected policy against the current system.
Additionally, we provide guidelines for future work and implementation.
This thesis provides a good example of shortage cause analysis at the plant
level for spare parts and consumables. It also serves as an example of historical
demand analysis for items with relatively low demand per delivery lead-time.
Additionally, this thesis shows how simple tools and simulations may be used to
verify a chosen inventory policy or select between policies. This thesis topic has
broad application for manufacturing plants where keeping the production
running is a critical success factor.
Chapter 2 provides a brief overview of the products produced by the plant
whose inventory issues are addressed in this thesis. Chapter 2 also describes
briefly the processes and equipment used to produce the final products. This
gives the reader background, so that the reader may better understand the types
of consumable and spare parts discussed in this thesis.
Chapter 3 draws a distinction between spare parts and consumables. This
chapter also illustrates the re-order process for consumables and spare parts, as
well as the storage locations of these items. Control methods for these items are
also discussed in this chapter.
In Chapter 4, we define the scope of this thesis and expand upon the
problem addressed in the thesis. In determining the extent of the problem, we
introduce a concept for assessing a cost to downtime. Finally, in Chapter 4, we
apply a problem-solving process to the problem and perform problem root-cause
analysis.
Chapter 5 contains a literature review of inventory policies. Based on the
literature, we provide a background of the costs related to inventories and spare
parts. We look at models for determining order quantities, and at models for
determining reorder points. We also briefly investigate recent literature relating
particularly well to spare parts. Additionally, we propose guidelines for
determining a location for part storage at the plant level.
The majority of the analysis is presented in Chapter 6, where we analyze
individual demand patterns for several items. Based partly on the analyses we
select an order-point, order quantity inventory policy. In applying the policy to
consumables and spare parts, we suggest a simple method of assigning cost
penalties for downtime caused by shortages of individual items. Finally, in
Chapter 6, we create an inventory management tool that may be used to
automate the calculations involved in applying the selected inventory policy.
Chapter 7 illustrates the use of a simulation model to verify the inventory
policies selected in Chapter 6. After giving an overview of modelling, Monte-
Carlo simulation and a description of the model used, we present the simulation
results. The results show a reduction in total costs and an improvement in
service levels over current policies, when the selected inventory policy and
historical forecasting are followed.
More of a systems view is presented in Chapter 8. In this chapter we
present recommendations and concepts for future work and implementations.
We discuss the value that implementing a Total Productive Maintenance
program has in making spare parts demand predictable. We also describe the
role of design and process changes in reducing the usage of consumable parts. In
the last few sections of Chapter 8 we discuss some the issues involved in
implementing an inventory policy.
This thesis concludes by presenting, in Chapter 9, a summary of the thesis,
and some of the main points and lessons learned from this work. Chapter 9 also
indicates areas of possible future work.

Chapter 2: Products, Processes and Equipment
The auto parts supplier produces two sets of parts which are used in the
fabrication of an automobile body-in-white. One set of parts is medium to large
aluminum die castings (300 mm2 to over 1000 mm2 projected area), while the
other set of parts is machined and bent aluminum extruded profiles. The two
sets of parts are welded together by the customer to produce a space-frame for a
body-in-white. The die castings function as the nodes and the profiles function
as stays, beams and posts of the frame. Section 2.1 discusses die cast parts and the
die casting process. Section 2.2 describes the bending and machining of the
extruded aluminum profiles.
2.1 Die Cast Parts
The company produces 37 different die cast parts on three die casting
machines. The die cast parts are formed through a vacuum die cast process.
Single (one-off) dies are used for most parts, however, some paired parts (left and
right) are produced on single dies. The production of the die cast parts involves
a number of steps as shown in Figure 2.1. The following sections describe the key
process steps in further detail.
2.1.1 The Vacuum Die Casting Process
Vacuum die casting is similar to traditional cold-chamber process die
casting except that the aluminum melt enters the chamber (shot sleeve) by
vacuum pressure instead of being poured from a ladle. To begin the process,
aluminum (AlMgSi alloy) billets are melted with small amounts of strontium
and magnesium in an electric melter to over 6001C (Kalpakjian 330). The melt is
then pulled into the shot sleeve by vacuum pressure (see Figure 2.2). Next, the
plunger injects the melt into the die. Once the part is sufficiently cooled, the dies
are opened and a robot removes the part, quenches it in water and sets it on a
trim die which cuts off the gates and sprue and punches features such as holes.
The part is then manually inspected and sent to an automatic de-burring
machine which passes the part along a vibrating conveyor full of deburring
stones. After deburring, the parts are either loaded into baskets in preparation





Figure 2.1: Die Casting Product Flow
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Figure 2.2: Vacuum Die Casting
2.1.2 The Die Caster
Vacuum die casting machines are complex machines that require frequent
maintenance. Maintaining a proper vacuum requires frequent replacement of
seals in various areas of the machine, and maintenance of valves in a
functioning condition. Maintaining the proper melt temperature requires
frequent change-outs and maintenance of the electrical heating elements. Filters
for the melt also have to be changed frequently. Melt stirring rotors and shafts
also require frequent change-out. Piston cylinders, pistons and rings deteriorate
rapidly with use. In addition to discrete parts, various gas and liquids such as die
lubricant are consumed in the die casting process. Maintaining control of
consumable parts, gases and liquids is critical to keeping the die casters operating.
Proper maintenance of the casting and trim dies is also crucial in producing good
quality products.
2.1.3 Heat Treating & Straightening
After casting, the parts are still quite soft and have to be heat treated to
obtain the desired hardness and strength. Heat treating consists of heating the
parts to 4901C and then quenching with 601C water (Ky-Yen 49). During the heat
treating process magnesium and silicon are further diffused into the metal
microstructure. Because considerable geometric distortion occurs during heat
treating, a straightening step was added. The straightening process is basically a
cold forging process where the part is pressed between a set of dies to restore the
desired geometric characteristics.
2.1.4 Aging and Surface Treatment
After straightening, a handful of parts are machined then aged, but most
parts move directly to the aging oven where they are aged at between 205" and
225 C (Ky-Yen 50). After aging, the parts are degreased, rinsed, coated with a
passivation film (inhibited) and dried.
2.2 Extruded Parts
The plant purchases aluminum extrusion profiles from an extrusion
company located nearby. 28 different profiles are used to produce 43 different
parts, with 30 of the parts making up 15 left and right sets. All 47 extrusion parts
are machined. Machining includes milling, drilling and sawing. Many of the
parts are hand de-burred. 20 of the parts are machined straight, while 27 of the
parts require bending before machining.
The product flow for extruded parts is shown in Figure 2.3. All extrusions
are engraved with a number so that each part will have a part number when the
extrusions are cut into multiple parts; this is called marking. The parts that are
not being bent are loaded into baskets and moved to the machining centers for
high speed milling. The parts being bent are sent to either the pipe bending
machine or the stretch bending machine.
Figure 2.3: Extruded Parts Product Flow
2.2.1 Bending
Pipe bending is used for parts that require complex or sharp radii. In pipe
bending, the straight extrusion is simply bent by an outer die that presses the
extrusion against an inner or forming die. Flexible mandrels are used for parts
with larger cross sections to reduce the amount of crushing deformation of the
cross-section (Kalpakjian 477).
Stretch bending is used for parts that require gradual curves and for which
23
crushing deformation is not a major factor (cross-sectional heights of less than 35
mm or ribbed) since mandrels are not used. Stretch bending is accomplished by
stretching the extruded section to create tension along the long axis of the
extruded section, at the same time that the section is being pulled around a die.
This is illustrated in Figure 1.4. Placing the extrusion under tension during
bending reduces spring-back. As the part is bent, holes are drilled into the
extruded section for location during the milling operation.
For the bending operation, controlling product conformance to
specifications is difficult since variations in the modulus of elasticity of the





Figure 2.4: Stretch Bending
2.2.2 High Speed Milling
The company employs 11 five-axis computer numerically controlled
(CNC) high speed milling machines (HSMs) for most machining operations.
Four of these machines utilize two machining tables which hold the part
fixtures, and two of the machines use only one machining table. Various
milling cutters, drills, and saws are used to machine the parts. The cutting tools
required for each particular part are stored within a tool magazine within the
IL'LL0 L V.LJ LLJL
machine. Tool changes of the tools in the magazine are done automatically.
Periodically, operators stop the machine to replace some of the tools in the
magazine as needed. The need for replacement is determined by how well the
current tool is performing, as checked by the operator as he/she checks and
manually deburrs each part.
2.2.3 Washing, Aging and Surface Treatment
After the extruded parts are machined, they are sent through a washer
to remove the metal chips. Next, they are aged at between 200 "C and 250 "C for
two to three hours, after which they are degreased, rinsed, slightly etched to
improve weldability, rinsed again and finally dried (C. B. Brown 23-24).

Chapter 3: The Control of Spare Parts and Consumables
Whereas Chapter 2 describes the products produced and processes used to
produce the products at the company, this chapter describes the types of parts
used on the equipment and their use, the ordering and re-ordering process
involved in getting the parts to their point of use, and the locations of the parts.
Additionally, this chapter discusses the control methods in place for checking
and ordering the needed parts.
3.1 Definition of Consumables and Spare Parts
Spare parts are parts that are used in the repair of machine breakdowns.
Spare parts also include some parts that are used in preventative maintenance
activities. Parts used in the repair of machine breakdowns exhibit stochastic
demand patterns, but parts used for preventative maintenance (PM) should
exhibit deterministic demand. PM and breakdown part demands are correlated
and near-optimum part replacement intervals can be determined given
sufficient demand (breakdown) data. However, the site studied in this thesis is a
new plant and is just beginning a PM system, so very little data exists with which
to establish part replacement intervals.
Consumables are items that are used in the production of a product, but
that do not become part of a product. Examples are vacuum sealant for the
casting dies and cutting tools for the high-speed-milling machines. For some
parts, an economic optimum can be found by investigating such factors as cutting
speed, time of machining, time for change-out, cost of the cutting tools and the
life of the tools.
A major difference between spare parts and consumables lies in who
manages their inventories. Spare parts are largely managed by the maintenance
department, while each process is responsible for its consumables. However,
consumables also include "spare parts" with high demand patterns. An example
of such parts are the heating elements mentioned in Section 2.1.1. These parts
should not require frequent replacement. Spares that fail frequently need failure
analysis and possibly either part or process redesign to reduce usage.
3.2 Consumables and Spares Reorder Process
The process for order fulfillment and replenishment of spare parts and
consumables is shown in Figure 3.1 below. When a spare part or a consumable
item is required at the machine, an operator or mechanic will search for the part,
remove the part from inventory, and then use the part in the production
machine. In some cases the operator or mechanic will manually record on paper
that an item has been removed from inventory. In other cases the amount
remaining in inventory will be manually counted on a periodic basis to






Figure 3.1: The Spares and Consumables Order/ Re-order Process
Once the person responsible for controlling a set of items, who we refer to
as the "lead operator", has determined that an item is required, he/she completes
a purchase request form. If the order frequency for a particular part is low or if
the price of the part is uncertain, then he/she sends the purchase request form to
the purchasing group for quotes. The purchasing group obtains quotes for such
items and then sends the request form to the plant management for signatures.
If the price of the part is well established, the lead operator sends the purchase
request form directly to management for approval. Management then sends the
purchase request to the purchasing group, who places an order with the supplier.
Once a part is received into the plant, a person from the receiving group notes in
the shipping records that the part has arrived and sends the part to the area from
where it was ordered. An operator then places the part in storage. The operator
may or may not record the part's arrival into a local database or onto paper.
3.3 Inventory Layout
The spares and consumables inventory at the plant is distributed at several
locations, with two automated storage units holding the majority of the stock-
keeping units (SKUs). The automated storage units are automated in the sense
that trays holding a number of SKUs may be called to an unloading position. In
addition to the two main storage units (Tall Storage Unit and Long Storage Unit),
there are multiple storage locations (cabinets with shelves) in the different
processing areas (e.g. die casting, high speed milling, maintenance). The
inventory layout with relative amounts of SKUs is shown in Figure 3.2. The
"Tall Storage Unit" contains most of the smaller spare parts whereas the "Long
Storage Unit" contains large spare parts and some consumables. Many of the
cabinets contain both spare parts and consumables.
A
ABI
SRepresents Number of Inventory SKUs at Each Location
Largest Number: >1000, Smallest Number: <10
Figure 3.2: Inventory Layout with Relative SKU Magnitudes
3.4 Existing Control Methods
We define the inventory control method at the automobile parts
supplier's plant as a multiple-point open system control since almost any
operator is authorized to remove an item from almost any storage location. This
is different from the traditional inventory control model where parts are stored
30
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in a central storage facility and removal of the parts is controlled by a person in
the storage facility or cage.
The control methods in the plant vary between process area and function.
The methods for three main areas are described in the following sections.
3.4.1 Control in the HSM Area
One person controls the HSM area's consumables inventory which is
stored in the HSM office (see Figure 3.2). Although operators are to record on
paper when they remove parts from storage, not all operators do so. Thus, the
person controlling the inventory finds it necessary to manually count and
review each item about twice per week. The operator orders when he sees 'low
levels' (re-order or safety stock levels are not explicit) of certain items. Many of
the consumable items in the HSM area are purchased on an open purchase
order.
3.4.2 Control in the Die Casting Area
The die casting area requires substantially more consumables (by $
usage/year) than any other area. Items needed by the die casting area also have
the longest lead-times and the largest variability in delivery and demand. Many
of the parts for the die casting area are stored in the "Long Storage Unit" (see
Figure 3.2). Attached to the "Long Storage Unit" is a computer that is used to call
trays to an unloading area. Using the computer, operators can query the contents
of the various trays (assuming the data is entered and updated) and can enter the
current quantity of each of the items on the trays. As in the HSM area, not all
operators update the quantities and the operator overseeing the die casting
inventory needs to manually count the items on the trays to create purchase
order lists. Re-order or safety stock levels are also not explicit for the die casting
area. As figure 3.2 shows, in addition to the "Long Storage Unit" the die casting
inventory is spread among about five different cabinets and shelf units.
Inventory control in these areas depends on periodic review. Sometimes
inventory control depends upon the 'OSWO method' or "Oh shoot, we're out"
(R.G. Brown 411) since counting of certain parts is difficult because of the way
they are stored or their high quantity (such as O-rings). The operator who
controls the die casting consumable parts also controls many of the spare parts
for the die casting machines because he wants to have greater control over the
availability of the spare parts.
3.4.3 Control for General Spare Parts
In general, spare parts are controlled by the mechanics in the maintenance
department. Most of the spare parts are stored in the "Tall Storage Unit", in the
"Long Storage Unit" or in cabinets next to the maintenance area. The "Tall
Storage Unit" is locked and only the maintenance personnel have keys. Within
the "Tall Storage Unit" is a printout of parts stored in the unit (the electronic
listing is generated in MS Excel and stored on the maintenance group's
computer). While the print-out of parts is useful in locating parts, and while the
quantity in stock is included in the printout, the list is not updated frequently
enough to be the main form of control. Inventory updating and re-ordering is
not assigned to one particular mechanic, rather, all mechanics are held
responsible for ordering when they notice that the quantity of certain items is
too low. There are no explicit re-order levels specified for most spare parts. Also,
because the echelon inventory levels for the items are not recorded, a mechanic
on the night shift could order the same item that was ordered on the day shift
and a "double-order" would arrive. Double-ordering has occurred in the past,
but this situation is preferred over having one mechanic assume that the other
has made an order when no part was actually ordered. Both situations can be
avoided by keeping an echelon inventory account (on-order and in-stock).
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Chapter 4: Problem Description
In the previous chapter we discussed how the consumables and spare parts
are controlled in a particular plant. We now wish to investigate how the
management of such parts may be optimized. Factory spare and consumable
optimization would require an effort in several areas. Some of these areas are:
* Working with machine and parts suppliers to improve the reliability of
components, thus reducing the need for spares
* Process and equipment improvements to reduce the number of parts
(consumables) that are used up in the production of the final product.
* Management of spare parts and consumables supply so that parts are available
when needed, without keeping excessive stocks, which requires:
- Inventory policies
- Working with suppliers
- Internal control mechanisms
* Preventative maintenance improvements to reduce the variability in spare
parts demand and consumables demand record keeping improvements.
* Make or buy decisions for spares and consumables so that available resources
are used economically.
Effort in all of the above areas is beyond the scope and time limits of this thesis.
Thus, this thesis focuses on cost reduction through an improvement in the use
and inventory management of consumables and spare parts. Furthermore, the
main focus is the storing, searching and ordering of spare parts and consumable
items, since these issues address an immediate need of reducing equipment
downtime. A component of the total equipment downtime is the downtime
caused by shortages of spare parts and consumables. In the next sections we will
examine the impact of shortages of spare parts and consumables at the plant.
Additionally, we will follow a problem solving process and perform root cause
analysis in order to understand the possible causes of the shortages at the plant.
4.1 Origin of the Thesis Topic
This thesis stems from work that the author conducted at the automotive
parts supplier plant. The impetus for this thesis topic was a perceived excessive
amount of production equipment downtime at the plant due to stockout of key
equipment spare parts and consumables, parts such as filters and milling bits that
are consumed during production.
Because problems are often perceived to be larger or more acute than they
actually are, quantifying the severity of the downtimes related to spare parts and
consumables is an important first step in analyzing the problem. The following
is an analysis of the severity of the downtime due to stockout.
4.2 Quantifying the Impact of Stockout
We begin our analysis of downtime by first quantifying the downtime in
the plant caused by the shortage of spare parts and consumables. This is the
subject of Sections 4.2.1, 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. We then present general concepts for
assigning costs to downtime in a manufacturing plant. After presenting general
concepts we use a simplified approach to estimate the shortage-caused downtime
costs in the auto parts supplier's plant for a one year period.
4.2.1 Impact of Stockout of Die Casting Consumables
The data for die casting downtimes due to shortages of consumables is
tracked in hand-written machine logs which are kept by the operators
supervising the die casting machines. Table 4.1 shows summary stockout
downtime data for 11,880 hours of scheduled machine time. This data is most
likely only an estimate of the actual downtime due to inaccurate reporting such
as missed recordings of downtime (most common), approximate recordings of
downtimes and inaccurate or unwritten causes. Luczak and Sallmann, who
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analyzed downtime for German automatic molding plants, collected data in a
similar manner. They classified downtime as either technical or organizational
(Luczak). We classify downtime due to stockout as an organizational issue.
Table 4.1: Die Casting Consumables Stockout Downtime Data
Total reported stockout occurrences of 37
consumables which affected production:
Resulting downtime: 252 hours * 6.8 hours ave.
for each stockout
Basis number of machine hours for inquiry: 11,880 hours
Downtime percent: 2.1%
4.2.2 Impact of Consumables Stockout in High Speed Milling & Bending
We found very little downtime data which related to the stockout of
consumables for the high speed milling (HSM) and bending areas. The main
consumables in these areas are cutting tools (i.e. milling and drilling bits and saw
blades). We assume one shift per machine per year is lost due to consumable
stockout, yielding: 8hr/5760hr = 0.14%. This is reasonable because set-up time is
required to substitute cutting tools on the milling machines. The delivery in the
event of a shortage is probably not more than 8 hours per machine per year
because the delivery on cutting tools is only a matter of days, and because the
usage of cutting tools is controlled well. Based upon discussions with operators,
estimating eight hours per year of downtime due to stockout of drilling bits is
reasonable for the stretch bending machine.
4.2.3 Impact of Stockout of Spare Parts for Die Casting, HSM & Bending
Information for the downtime due to stockout of spare parts is taken from
the maintenance downtime history. The period of the history is from the
beginning of October 1994 to the end of June 1995. The data are not precise (as far
as times reported etc.) but it is the best record available. Table 4.2 lists the data.
The maintenance supervisor felt that reported downtime due to shortages
was at least 50% too low due to unreported incidents where spares were not
available. Also, this value is for all major machines, hence the average
downtime percent per machine is: 0.12% = (71.5 hours x 1.5 correction factor)/(16
machines x 5760 hours).
4.2.4 General Concepts for Assigning Costs to Downtime
Assigning a cost to downtime is difficult because the cost depends on the
lost marginal output (economic impact of each additional time unit of
downtime) of the particular machine that is down. The shadow price of a time
unit's worth of production capacity on a machine depends upon the machine's
or production department's ability to make up for the lost time. In turn, the
ability to make up for the lost time is dependent upon the following factors:
* The market versus overall capacity (to what degree is the market a constraint)
* The costs of a stockout of the final product
* The amount of finished goods inventory
* The availability of a similar machine
* The amount of product buffer before and after the machine
* The capacity of the individual machine in relation to the rest of the line
The shadow price of machine downtime increases with downtime in a
discontinuous fashion because as more buffers are depleted, the effects of the
Table 4.2: Calculations for Lost Machine Hours Due to Re-order Failures
For Die Casting, HSM and Bending
Total reported downtime incidents: 728
Total reported downtime (actually more): 1843 hours O 2.53 hour average
Total reported incidents of no spare parts: 18
Total reported downtime due to no spares: 71.5 hours + 3.99 hour average per
incident
downtime are propagated to wider areas. While a short downtime may only
affect the particular machine that is down, longer downtimes will affect the next
machine, the next process and ultimately the customer who may impose large
penalties for stockout. Figure 4.1 illustrates the step-wise cost increases of


















Figure 4.1: Conceptual Diagram for the Costs of a Stockout as Time Increases
4.2.5 A Simplified Approach for Estimating the Downtime Costs
While detailed analysis requires consideration of all the factors previously
mentioned, for initial cost calculations we only calculate the costs of downtime
by looking at the number of hours each machine is down per year due to
shortages and at the labor charge per hour for each machine. We look at two
cases: 1) one where the equipment is unconstrained and the only charge for
downtime is labor and 2) one where the equipment is constrained such that lost
production translates to lost sales or a charge on the machines, in addition to
labor.
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4.2.5.1 Aggregate Cost Numbers in an Unconstrained Condition
For the unconstrained condition, we assume that the work-in-process,
WIP, buffers are sufficiently large so that any downtime due to a stockout could
be made up by working the machine extra hours (e.g. on a weekend), and that
employees need to work extra hours to make up the lost production on any
machine. These assumptions are valid because this is the way that the
production employees deal with short to moderate downtimes. Another
assumption is that labor is the only significant variable cost when additional
production hours are required. With the stated assumptions the estimated cost
becomes:
Estimated Cost = R [(ave. labor cost / hr.) x (people/ machine) x (no. of
machines/type) x (Stockout downtime for spares and
consumables %) x (total no. of production hours/ yr)]
Some of the key variables in the previous calculation are:
* The labor rate as a 1994 average as found in Business Week (America's 38):
Labor Rate: $36.13 =$27.37 x 1.2 (overtime) x 1.1 (wage premium)
* The people requirements per machine type per shift as given in table 4.3.
Table 4.3: People Requirements per Machine Type per Shift
Three die cast machines x 2 people
Eleven HSM machines x 1 person
1 stretch bending machine x 1 person
1 pipe bending machine x 1 person
* Total production hours which are 5760 (48 weeks x 3 shifts).
* The percent of downtime as was given in the previous sections.
These computations produce an estimated cost of $34,754/ year.
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4.2.5.2 Aggregate Downtime Costs in a Capacity Constrained Condition
The computation of machine time costs in a capacity constrained
condition where any downtime results in lost sales, but not in any penalties, are
the same as the calculations in the previous section, with the addition of market
rental rates for the machines per hour. Adding the rental rate per machine
multiplied by the hours of downtime per year for each machine yields a
constrained aggregate amount of $77,574/ year. (Note: the individual rental rates are
purposefully not disclosed).
4.3 Employing a Problem Solving Process and Root-Cause Analysis
In the previous sections we quantified the impact of shortages of spare
parts and consumables and determined that indeed a problem exists. Rather
than merely suggest that larger safety stocks be kept, we wish to analyze the
problem in search of a better solution. To do this, we follow a problem solving
process based on the total quality management (TQM) problem-solving process.
Figure 4.2 shows a problem solving process as was implemented by the Hadco
Corporation (Wood et al. 86). Using Figure 4.2 as a guide, we see that we have
identified a problem and analyzed the cost. In the rest of this section we
brainstorm possible causes to produce a cause-and-effect (Ishikawa) diagram. In
the following chapters we will establish procedures to address the causes found.
Finally, we begin implementation and testing of the solutions and discuss
broader scale implementation of the solutions.
















Figure 4.2: Problem Solving Flow Chart (Wood et al. 86)
Because the main consideration, and the original problem, was machine
downtime related to part shortages, we conducted problem root cause analysis
with this focus. To list the various causes and effects related to the observed
problem and to list possible root causes we used a cause-and-effect (Ishikawa)
diagram. The Ishikawa diagram is a way of asking "why" five times as one
moves along branches in the diagram. Asking "why" five times is a way to
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Too little time expensive to
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Ishikawa Diagram Root Cause AnalysisFigure 4.3:
The Ishikawa diagram shown in Figure 4.3 has three main branches
(causes) for why parts are not in stock when needed. They are:
(1) Part is usually stocked but was out of stock when needed
(2) Part was never stocked
(3) Part was actually in stock but couldn't be found
Cause (1), the part is usually stocked but was out of stock when it was needed, is
a result of two other causes:
* The part was not re-ordered when its levels reached the re-order point or the
review periods were not strictly followed - issues related to lack of attention.
* The order quantities, re-order points, and review periods are sub-optimum
due to a lack of using rules and actual data in determining the proper
quantities.
Cause (2), the part was never stocked, has multiple causes but two of the more
interesting causes are:
* Parts were not stocked because they were internal to the machine and are not
listed by the manufacturer as necessary spare parts, hence the mechanics and
operators do not know to stock the parts.
* Cost tradeoffs between the costs of stocking parts and the costs of stocking out
were not performed by the responsible personnel largely because they were
too busy and because no simple and quick method was available to perform
the analysis.
Cause (3), the part was actually in stock but couldn't be found, is essentially a
housekeeping, organization, and systems maintenance issue.
This thesis addresses all three causes, but emphasizes solutions to cause (1)
in the chapters that follow.
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Chapter 5: A Review of Inventory Policies
In this chapter we investigate various inventory policies. We begin by
examining existing inventory policies by first looking at what questions such
policies are to answer and what costs are involved in inventory management.
We next look at costs related to inventories followed by order quantity and order
signaling models. Since inventory management is a well studied and broad
topic, detailed descriptions of each model are beyond the scope of this thesis.
Therefore, Sections 5.3 and 5.4 provide only brief descriptions of a number of key
inventory models. In Section 5.5 we focus on concepts that address spare part
inventories particularly well.
5.1 Questions That Inventory Policies Should Address
The purpose of policies is to assist one in answering questions and to set
standards. The inventory policies should answer the following questions:
1) How much to stock?
2) When and at what point to re-order?
3) How much to order?
4) How often to determine inventory status?
5) Where to stock?
Chapter 5 addresses questions 1 - 3, whereas questions 4 & 5 and issues such as
ordering methods are covered in Chapter 7.
5.2 Costs Related to Inventories
This section lists costs related to inventories for the general case and also
costs related to spare parts. It also introduces the notion of an Expected Total
Relative Cost, ETRC, as recounted by Silver and Peterson (Silver 308).
5.2.1 Inventory Related Costs (General Case)
Managing the inventory of an item entails three types of costs: holding or
carrying costs, ordering costs, and stockout or shortage costs.
* Carrying Costs
Carrying costs are those costs related to keeping stock in-house. Included in
the carrying cost are the following factors (Hohenstein 29):
- cost of capital (cost of money invested in stock)
- property taxes paid on inventory
- insurance on stock




Ordering costs are administrative and other costs that are related to creating,
placing, shipping and receiving orders. Included in the ordering costs are
(Lewis 109):
- purchase department costs
- costs of filling out purchase orders and obtaining signatures
- transport costs
- costs of incoming quality checks
- tracking order
* Stockout Costs
Stockout costs are much more difficult to quantify than carrying and ordering
costs. This is because the full impact of stockout may not be well known.
Stockout costs may include the following:
- cost of lost sales and market share ( or in the spare parts case: production)
- cost of the loss of customer goodwill
- cost of expedited orders or shipments
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5.2.2 Costs Related to Spare Parts (also Consumables)
Vrat and Babu (Vrat 599) listed the total system costs related to part failures as:
* The cost of removing and replacing
* The cost of normal and emergency transportation
* The shortage cost- loss of revenue, operational cost and social cost
* The cost of repair and the cost of holding serviceable and in-process
inventory
Obviously, a better alternative to stocking parts for failures is to design the
equipment to be more fail-safe in the first place - a preventative approach as
opposed to a reactive approach (see Chapter 8).
5.2.3 Expected Relative Total Cost of Inventories
There is an inherent trade-off between holdings costs and shortage costs. In
order to obtain an increase in service level, stock levels must generally be
increased. This trade-off is shown in Figure 5.1 which shows an example of an
expected total relative cost curve (ETRC). Apparent in Figure 5.1 is that by
properly adjusting the stocking levels, in theory, a minimum cost is achievable.
One must remember, however, that there may be costs that are not explicit in the
ETRC model such as reputation in the case of poor service. Additionally,
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Figure 5.1: Example of Expected Total Relevant Cost Curve
5.3 Policies for Determining Order Quantities
Several policies exist for determining order quantities. The next section
briefly describes some more common policies.
5.3.1 Basic Economic Order Quantity
For uniform demand with time the usual method for determining the
order quantity is to use the economic order quantity (EOQ) model. Some claim
that in these modern times of JIT (Just-in-time) manufacturing, that EOQ is no
longer valid, however , Trietsch has shown that EOQ is valid and that the
reorder quantity should be equal to or less than the EOQ (Trietsch 507). To
determine the EOQ, we find the minimal point in the trade-off between carrying
costs and replenishment costs per year. The trade-off results in the following
equation (using the notation of Silver):
EOQ=-J (2AD) / r (eq. 5.1)
where:
A=administrative costs of ordering, shipping and receiving
D= estimated demand per year
v= cost per part
r = inventory holding rate (inventory carrying rate: see section 5.2.1)
Behind the basic EOQ model are several important assumptions (Hohenstein 21):
-products have constant demand (no seasonal demand)
-stable price period to period
-shelf life is not a factor
-no quantity discounts are available
-orders for replenishment may be issued singly
-no shortages are allowed
-the entire quantity ordered is delivered at the same time
A number of models have been developed to overcome the assumptions behind
the EOQ model. We describe some of these models in the next sections.
5.3.2 EOQ with Quantity Discounts
To allow for quantity discounts Nahmias describes simple iterative
approaches for both all-unit discount and incremental discount schedules
(Nahmias 209 - 213). The approach for the all-unit discount EOQ is:
1) Determine the largest realizable EOQ value by using the lowest point first,
then by using the next higher price.
2) Compare the value of the average annual cost at the largest realizable EOQ
and at all of the price break-points that are greater than the largest
realizable EOQ. The point with the minimum annual cost is the point of
the optimal quantity.
The all-unit discount method EOQ is included in the inventory management
tool described in Chapter 6. The solution method for incremental discounts is:
1) Determine an algebraic expression for incremental discount cost function:
C(Q)/Q where C=Q*v : v = cost per unit, C= cost, and Q = quantity
2) Substitute C(Q)/Q for v in the cost equation:
TRC(Q) = Dv + AD/Q + Qvr/2
where: TRC = total relevant cost
D = demand per year
v = unit cost
A = administrative costs of ordering
r = inventory carrying rate
Next, compute the minimum value of Q corresponding to each price
interval separately.
3) Ensure that the minima computed in (2) fall into the correct intervals.
Finally, compare realizable EOQ values and pick the lowest.
5.3.3 Order Quantities for Non-constant Demand
To establish order quantities for items with a time-varying demand
pattern, Silver and Peterson suggest the following options (Silver 220 - 244):
1) use the EOQ with an average demand value
2) use the Wagner-Whitin algorithm
3) use the Silver-Meal heuristic
The EOQ model is adequate when the demand does not vary significantly.
When demand does vary significantly, the Wagner-Whitin algorithm yields
superior results. The Silver-Meal heuristic achieves similar results to the
Wagner-Whitin method but with simpler calculations. For the order quantity
calculations in the "Inventory Management Tool" in Chapter 6 we assume that
demand does not vary significantly with time, and that the EOQ calculations
with quantity discounts are sufficiently close to optimum with low
computational requirements and low complexity.
5.3.4 Order Quantities for a Two-Bin System
With a two-bin system the order quantities must be sufficiently large so that
only one order is out at any given time. For this system the quantity ordered also
needs to include a safety stock amount:
Order Quantity (two-bin) = EOQ(average demand) + Safety Stock
5.3.5 Ordering Policies for Situations where Demand is Known in Advance
If the demand is rather "lumpy" and is known in advance, then the EOQ
model will not produce the optimum result. In this case, adjusting the quantity
of the orders and the timing of the orders is more economical. The technique
that may be used to discover the lowest-cost set of order quantities and timing of
orders is dynamic programming. In dynamic programming, the approach is to
start at the eventual destination (or desired final value) and to work backwards
through each point in time until returning to the starting period. By working
backwards, options that do not result in the cheapest sub-policy are ruled out
until the lowest cost policy is finally achieved (Lewis 171 - 175).
If the demand is not known, but almost known, in advance, Markov
techniques may be used to find the optimal result. Markov programming uses
probabilities of demand in each time period to determine the result.
Additionally, Klein and Ventura describe a cyclic policy whereby parts in a
group may be ordered together to reduce the ordering costs. Their method
determines a discrete interval in which replenishments for the group take place,
and an interval multiplier and quantity for each item in the group (Klein).
5.4 Replenishment Signaling (Safety Stock) Models
Inventory control is a well studied topic and a number of well established
models (policies) exist for determining safety-stocks and hence inventory re-
order points. With predictable demand and lead times no safety stocks are
needed and methods such as dynamic programming may be used (see previous
section). However, the demand patterns we will consider are random. Mather
has said the following concerning the safety-stock theories that are mentioned in
this section: "Safety-stock theory only applies to a certain set of conditions.
Demand must be random, preferably evenly distributed around the average, not
skewed, and observed often enough that statistical analysis can apply. These
conditions pertain to most items in the distribution world" (Mather 64).
The remainder of this section briefly mentions four of the main
inventory control systems and discusses different criteria for determining safety-
stocks.
5.4.1 Control Systems
Silver and Peterson describe four main control systems (Silver 256 - 258).
They are:
" Order-Point, Order-Quantity (assumed continuous), (s,Q):
When the echelon inventory level drops to, or below, the order-point, a
quantity, Q, is placed on order. Q is usually determined with the EOQ model.
The advantage of this system is its simplicity. A disadvantage is that it results
in higher ordering costs than R,S or R,s,S systems since orders are not
grouped together. Another disadvantage is that the order quantity may not
be large enough if the quantity removed is very large.
* Order-Point, Order-Up-to-Level (s,S):
This is the same as the often-used Min-Max method where once the
inventory level drops to or below the order-point, enough items are ordered
to bring the echelon inventory level up to a pre-set maximum. This system is
more complicated than the s,Q system but doesn't result in lower costs.
However, it is more robust than the s,Q system when large quantities of items
are removed at once.
* Periodic-Review, Order-Up-to-Level (R,S)
A group of items are reviewed and enough of each item is ordered to bring
the echelon inventory levels of each item to pre-set levels. This system
results in lower ordering costs but the carrying costs are higher since larger
safety stocks are needed.
* Periodic-Review, Order-Point, Order-Up-to-Level (R,s,S)
In this system the inventories are reviewed and if the level of any of the
items is below the order-point, enough items are ordered to bring the echelon
inventories to the pre-set maximum levels.
5.4.2 Criteria for Establishing Safety Stock of Individual Items
When using any of the systems mentioned in the previous section, one
must determine the order-point for each item (except for the R,S system). The
order-point for each item is simply the safety stock plus the average demand per
lead-time. A number of different criteria or methods are used to determine
proper safety stock levels. A few of the methods are:
* Use of a common safety factor multiplied by the standard deviation of
demand to obtain the safety stock.
* Safety stocks based upon costing of shortages for either: 1) a percent of the
product cost or, 2) a cost for each occurrence of shortage (stockout).
* Safety stocks based on service levels which Nahmias classifies as:
- Type 1: Probability of not stocking out in a lead time
- Type 2: Proportion of demands that are met from stock
For a given service level in percent, type 1 service is more stringent and
requires a larger safety stock (Nahmias 261-263).
* Safety Stocks based upon the effect of disservice on future demand where
future demand is a function of the current service level- an interesting
concept but difficult to quantify.
* Safety stocks based on aggregate considerations - "obtain the best safety
stocks up to an available budget."
For each of the above methods one must consider what happens in the event of
a stockout. Are the potential sales completely lost or is there complete back-
ordering, or something in between? For most of the safety stock methods
mentioned here, one must assume either complete loss of sales or complete
back-ordering.
5.5 Concepts Pertaining Particularly to Spare Parts Inventories
Most of the theoretical work relating to spare parts deals with multi-
echelon inventory systems from the spare part producer's point of view. The
situation in our case is reversed, but related, since the plant wants to obtain a part
as quickly as possible once a part has stocked out. Having spare parts stored near
the plant, but owned by the spare parts producer, effectively reduces the lead-
time that the plant must plan for. Nevertheless, there should be enough stock at
the plant to last through one lead-time. This is especially critical when the spare
parts are sourced from overseas. In the next sections we draw a distinction
between preventive and breakdown maintenance parts and we discuss some
inventory policies that are used with the stochastic demand of spare parts.
5.5.1 Preventative Versus Corrective Maintenance Spare Parts
We need to draw a distinction between spare parts for preventative
maintenance (PM) and spare parts for breakdown or corrective maintenance
(CM). We draw this distinction because the demands may be stratified in that
CM repair parts' demand is stochastic and PM demand is predictable.
Stratification is preferred because we can apply fixed interval ordering policies to
the PM demand and retain only enough safety stock to cover the stochastic CM
demand, thereby reducing cost.
Kusaka and Mori have analyzed the repair parts problem from the view
of a regional parts center. They suggest stratification of PM and CM parts. While
they indicate a dependency between PM and CM parts (PM demand tends to
decrease if CM demand increases, and when PM replacements are made on
schedule, CM demand decreases), they assert that the changes from PM to CM are
small compared to the mean demand. Assuming independence between PM
and CM parts, Kusaka and Mori have developed different fixed interval ordering
policies depending upon the degree of certainty and the duration of certainty in
the PM demand. They also note that with information technology the order
signal may be automatically generated by maintenance software and the signal
sent to either MRP, MRP II or Purchasing software (Kusaka).
5.5.2 An (S-1, S) Inventory Control with Emergency Orders
The (S-1, S) inventory control method is not specifically for spare parts.
However, it is well suited to low demand, high cost items such as certain spare
parts whose ordering costs are negligible compared to their holding costs. The
(S-1,S) control method is simply the re-order point, order-up-to-level method
with the re-order point being one unit less than the maximum stocking level.
With this system an order is placed as soon as a part is removed. A question one
could ask is: should a normal shipping be requested or should an expedited order
be placed? Assuming a Poisson demand, Moinzadeh and Schmidt have
developed a model to determine whether to place emergency or normal orders
depending on the net inventory level and the age of the outstanding orders.
Essentially, if the net inventory is above a certain level, S, place a normal order;
and if the net inventory is below S, but the remaining lead-time on the
outstanding orders is short, then place a normal order. But if the inventory is
below S, and the remaining lead-time is long, then place an expedited order. s is
calculated along with S to find optimal values for both (Moinzadeh 308). The
calculation involves an iterative process which will not be included here.
5.5.3 Simultaneous or Near Simultaneous Failures
Another spares inventory model based upon the (S-1, S) control method
is that for multiple failures. Cheung and Hausman use matrices to link parts
that are likely to be replaced at the same time (Cheung 172). This is the situation
where the failure of one part induces the failure of a second or third part. For
their model, which is not included here, they assumed that the failure arrivals
follow an independent Poisson process. They also assumed that a back-order of
any of the parts would stop the machine. The outputs of their model are the S
values for each part.
The Cheung and Hausman approach may be useful in instances where a
number of a certain type of machine are installed at the same time and the
machines have similar use and wear patterns. In this situation, the mean-time-
between-spare-part-uses may be much shorter than the mean-time-between-
failures (MTBF) of a part for the set of machines (the MTBF of a part for a set of
machines may be computed as if a single part were failing on all machines rather
than 10 parts on 10 machines). Multiple failures are especially critical when even
the expedited leadtimes are long. The plant in this study encountered a situation
where a number of HSM spindles failed at nearly the same time. This caused the
safety stock to be depleted and because the supplier's safety stock was also
depleted, considerable downtime resulted. Through multiple failure analysis the
problem may have been avoided.
5.5.4 To Stock or Not to Stock Expensive Spare Parts
Whether to stock or not stock an expensive spare part depends on the
economic trade-off of having a near zero in-house leadtime for part replacement
versus the costs of downtime while a part is being shipped. The factors in the
analysis are the cost of the spare part, the expected cost and leadtime of expedited
shipping, the impact of downtime during the shipping leadtime, and the
probability of part failure. The probability of failure may be obtained from the
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part manufacturer or through engineering estimates. One method of economic
analysis is to view the probability of failure as a series of Bernoulli trials and use
the equations for an (s,Q) control policy with a stockout penalty per occasion and
complete back-ordering as is presented in Section 6.2.1. The order quantity
should equal one and the result for s will likely be either zero or one. The
inventory management tool of Section 6.3 can be used for the calculations.
5.5.5 Serially Correlated Demand
For spare parts, it may be difficult to assume that the demands are not
correlated. Charnes, Mormorstein and Zinn have proposed a method of
determining safety stock for correlated demand that is easier to implement than
previously proposed methods based on parametric time-series models. Instead,
their method requires only that autocovariances be estimated from historical
data. However, their current method is only for a period review control system
and for a type 1 service level specification. We do not give the details of their
method here. Important for us to note is that we must consider serially
correlated demand and that obtaining historical data for spare parts is also
necessary for the method mentioned here.
5.5.6 Where to Stock
Much of the literature on stock locations for spare parts focuses on
determining the number and locations of distribution centers. For solving such
problems rectilinear analysis or linear programming is often used. However, for
locating spare parts inventories within a small to medium-sized plant, cost
differences between one location and another are not so great as to warrant
detailed analysis. Instead we present general guidelines for locating stock based
on type and frequency of use. The goal is to minimize the time operators and
mechanics spend retrieving parts. Another goal is simpler inventory control.
Figure 5.2 shows the rough guide for determining storage location.
Figure 5.2: A Rough Guide for Determining Storage Location
5.6 Inventory Review Frequency
The (R,S) and (R,s,S) control methods presented in section 5.4.1 assume
that the review frequency,R, is known. While it would not be practical or
economical to specify a review frequency for all parts, we would want to specify
the review frequencies for the most costly parts (in terms of usage or downtime)
and align the review frequencies of the other parts accordingly. The calculation
for review frequency is similar to the calculation for the economic order quantity
expressed as a time supply (Silver 290). We show the review interval as:
2(A+ wt)R = D vr
Where: R = the review interval
D = the demand rate
v = unit cost
A = administrative cost of ordering (same as for EOQ)
r = the inventory carrying rate
wt = wage rate multiplied by the time to review the item
Chapter 6: Using Data to Select an Inventory Policy
In this chapter we show how data analysis aids in selecting an inventory
policy. We investigate the mechanics of determining the minimum expected
total relevant costs for an order-point, order-quantity inventory policy (denoted
as 's,Q') with complete back-ordering and a penalty per stockout occurrence. As
part of the method for determining the minimum expected total relevant costs
we also discuss an approach for assigning stockout penalties. Finally, we
incorporate the mechanics of the 's,Q' inventory policy into an inventory
management tool. In the next chapter we will use the inventory management
tool and simulation to analyze the performance of the 's,Q' policy when applied
to the plant's consumables usage.
6.1 Data Analysis
A critical element in determining a proper inventory policy for a
particular item or set of items is an analysis of past demand (or usage). For spare
parts and consumables one must ask how the usage changes with time or with
other factors such as plant production schedules and product mix. Time patterns
in the usage (e.g. once every two weeks) and the amount and type of variation of
usage are also important. If the usage patterns are repeating in time, then a fixed
ordering pattern may be used. Additionally, if the variation of usage fits an
existing statistical model (e.g. a normal distribution), then the determination of a
proper inventory policy may be greatly simplified.
We now turn to the inventory problems facing the auto parts supplier.
We begin by analyzing the available data relating to the consumables and spare
parts usage. First, we select the items we want to analyze. Then, we perform
linear regression and trend analysis for each item to see whether there is an
increasing or decreasing usage trend with time or whether the usage exhibits
regular or distinct patterns. At the end of Section 6.1, we compare the actual
distributions of a number of items with statistical models (Poisson, normal) and
determine "goodness of fit" of the models to the data through Chi (X) squared
tests.
6.1.1 Selecting Items for Analysis
Here we present the concept of A, B, C classification and discuss how it
assists in selecting items for analysis. We also analyze part usage costs and
inventory values through Pareto analysis to find 'A' category items. Finally, we
describe how usage data for a number of 'A' items was obtained.
6.1.1.1 A,B, C Classification of Items Based Upon Usage and Storage Costs
In Section 4.1.1 we classified parts as either consumables or spare parts
depending upon usage and purpose. Here we divide the parts into three
classifications: A,B, and C, based mainly on usage cost per year. A,B, C
classification has been a well known approach since 1951, when it was suggested
by Forde Dickie of General Electric (RG. Brown 155). "A" items should account
for about 80% of the usage costs per year and "B" items should account for about
the next 15% of the costs. The items comprising the remaining 5% of the usage
costs should be "C" items (Starr, Miller 181, also Lewis 91-92). According to Lewis
the categories are likely to have the following types of parts and receive the
following treatment:
"A" items: expensive or much used - likely to include special spares
=> These items are to receive detailed monitoring and forecasting.
"B" items: medium cost or moderately used items
=> These items require less intervention (i.e. general rules sufficient).
"C" items: low cost or low usage items
=> No formalized forecasting is needed for these items. A two-bin type of
management is sufficient. (A two-bin system is one in which one bin is
ordered when one of the two bins is empty.)
In addition to the "A" items based on usage costs per year, we add the
items that make up the top 80% of the average inventory holding costs. Most of
these items will be the same items as we include in the "A" category based on
usage costs. Because many of the same items show up in the top of both lists, the
total number of items included in the "A" category should not increase
significantly when average inventory holding costs are considered.
Categorizing by yearly usage costs and average inventory holding costs is a
good first step in determining which items require the most attention ("A"
category items). However, spare parts and consumables with the highest use
costs or highest inventories may not have the largest impact on production. In
fact, a moderately priced part with lower usage may cause a considerable
downtime with considerable costs (see Figure 4.2). While consideration of each
part's downtime impact is difficult without accurate downtime records, those
parts with the longest leadtimes and with known or suspected large impacts on
downtime should also be included as "A" Category items (Gilbert 10). Section
4.2.4 describes a method of assigning expected generalized downtime costs to
specific parts.
6.1.1.2 Analysis of Yearly Usage Costs and Average Inventory Values
Usage costs per item per year and average inventory value per item are
important considerations in determining which items merit the most attention.
The Pareto diagram of annual usage costs shown in Figure 6.1 is based on usage

















Figure 6.1: Pareto of Usage costs per Year by Item (Consumables Only)
The Pareto of the estimated average inventory value for each item is
shown in Figure 6.2. With the absence of accurate/detailed data at this stage in
the analysis, the values used in the Pareto diagram of average inventory value by
item are based on: estimated usage values, re-order points, order quantities, lead
times and the following idealized equation:
Inventory Value = price * [(order quantity) / 2 + (signal quantity - average usage per lead time)]
The equation is based upon idealized demand and ordering as shown in Figure
6.3.
From Figures 6.1 and 6.2 we can see that a relatively small number of parts
make up most of the cost as is expected from a Pareto analysis - the top 30 items
constitute over 60% of the value for both usage and inventory amount.
Additionally, die casting consumables comprise 25 of the top 30 consumable
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items in usage cost per year (see Figure 6.1) and 27 of the top 30 consumable items
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6.1.1.3 Selecting Items and Gathering Usage Data
The difficulty with data analysis lies in obtaining proper data. The main
reasons for lack of data are because the plant is new, and because recording
systems have not yet been put in place. However, some hand-written logs
containing the usage of die casting consumables were available. These hand-
written logs became the basis of the data analysis for two reasons:
* Die casting consumables account for almost all of the high cost items as is
shown in the previous section.
* Good consumables usage data is not available for the other processes and
good spares usage data is not available for any of the processes.
To extract the necessary data from the available documents within the
plant and to analyze the data, we:
* Selected the 35 die casting consumable items that had the highest usage costs
per year and the 35 die casting consumable items that had the highest average
inventory value.
- Combining the lists of items results in only 42 different items because
high cost/ high usage items tend to have higher average inventory values.
* Scanned the hand-written logs for the 42 items and recorded how many of
each item were used each week. However, the hand written logs, which
contain 50 weeks of records, contain usage data for only 28 of the 42 pre-
selected items. The entries were recorded sequentially in time (e.g. the log has
the following format:
March 11: filter "c" used
March 12: rotor "b" used etc.).
and required translation into a usage per item format for efficient analysis
(e.g.:
Week: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Rotor A 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 1
Once we had selected the parts for consideration and the data was in a useable
form, we could proceed with trend and distribution analyses which are the
discussion points of the next two sections.
6.1.2 Trend Analysis
An important step in analyzing demand or usage is to look at trends in the
data and determine what factors affect the usage rate. Relevant questions to ask
for spare parts and consumable items management are:
* Are there changes in mean part usage with time, with the amount of final
product produced, or with some other factor such as maintenance levels?
* Is the usage periodic (are there distinct patterns of usage in time)?
Here we employ two methods to analyze trends in the usage of consumables.
The first is simple linear regression and the second is analysis using moving
weighted averages.
6.1.2.1 Linear Regression
A simple linear regression with time is used to look for trends. A
regression with the number of products produced is not done, but the number of
products produced each week generally increased over the period of the data
collection by approximately 0.5% per week. However, much of the
improvement in output was due to quality and process improvements, and
machine run time did not change significantly during the 50 week period. Also,
for the duration of the data given here, the maintenance level is assumed
constant. The regression equation we will use is:
Yi= 0o+f1Xi+e, i = 1,2, ...,n. (eq. 6.1)
Where:
xi is the ith observation of the explanatory variable - sequential weeks in this
analysis.
Yi is the response that corresponds to xi.
I0 is the intercept coefficient and 131 is the slope coefficient
si are errors and are random variables.
Important assumptions underlying the regression equation are that the response
variable Y and explanatory variable x have a linear relationship and that the
errors are independent and normally distributed (Hogg 346). We have
calculated linear regressions and checked the regression model's underlying
assumptions for the usage of 12 items. Table 6.1 shows summary data; a detailed
regression summary for the 12 items is included in Appendix A. To check the
assumptions for each of the items, we plotted and analyzed the following:
* Scatter plots of the residuals to check for patterns.
* Scatter plots of lagged residuals, ei versus ei-1 , to check for time
independence.
* Normal probability plots to check that residuals are normally distributed.
Results of the checks are given in Table 6.1 and detailed plots in Appendix A.
Item Slope of Distinct Linear Residuals Residuals
Regression Patterns Regression F Independent Normally
(units/week) Present Significant Distributed
A 0.033 No Yes Yes Yes
B 0.000 No No No No*
C 0.007 No No Yes No*
D 0.000 No No Yes No*
E 0.000 No No No No*
F 0.009 No Yes Mostly Yes No*
G 0.001 No No Yes No*
H -0.001 No No No No*
I 0.003 (Step) Yes Yes No*
J 0.004 No No Mostly Yes No*
K 0.000 No No Yes No*
L -0.000 No No Mostly Yes No*
. . .', .'. ... .
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Table 6.1 of Linear Regression and Assumption ChecksResults
Table 6.1 reveals that while items A,C,F,G,I, and J have positive slopes
(positive coefficients), only item A has a significant p-value (i.e. p-value <
a=0.10) and satisfies the assumptions. For items C,F,G,I and J, the null
hypothesis applies meaning that there is insufficient evidence to say that the
slope is not zero, furthermore, these items do not fit the regression model. The
non-positive slope coefficients are also insignificant. Also due to the low
average demand, the distribution of the residuals for most of the items is not
normal. Rather, otherwise normal distributions appear to be truncated as can be
expected with low averages and no negative values (see Appendix A).
Since only one out of twelve slope coefficients is significant and only one
item satisfies the assumptions, it appears that little of the variation is described
by the regression model. However, significant in the findings is that none of the
items exhibited a repeating pattern. Also significant is that, for most of the items,
the regression residuals appear to be independent variables.
6.1.2.2 Moving Average
Because the regression model does not fit well for most of the 12 items, we
also plot moving averages to get additional insights into possible trends. To
reduce the noise in the demand signal, we use a simple 10 week moving average
with the following equation:
X tN = (Xt,+x-,_ + x_ + -+xx)N+l)/N (eq. 6.2)
where the x's are the actual, observed demands in each period (Silver 103).
Appendix B shows plots of the moving averages for the 12 items. From the
moving average plots we see that only items A and F have clearly increasing
trends and that item I has a step increase at the end of the 50 weeks. The other
items show too much variation to define a trend. Because most of the items
show no distinct trend, we assume that the demands have a constant average
and are random with a definable distribution. In the next section we attempt to
model the variation distributions of a number of the items.
6.1.3 Distribution of Usage
The next step after regression and residual analysis is modeling the
random usage distribution. Because of the low usage per period of consumables
and spare parts, we assume a Poisson distribution. To test the Poisson
assumption, we compare the actual frequency of weeks with zero demand, one
unit demand, two unit demand, etc.,to a theoretical Poisson demand. Table 6.2
shows the frequency breakdown for 17 items and Table 6.3 of Chi tests. The
results show whether the null hypothesis was rejected or not rejected. The null
hypothesis asserts that the actual distribution is the same as the Poisson
distribution. For an alpha of 2.5%, a slightly more relaxed test than a=5%, only
eight of the 17 items followed the null hypothesis and hence Poisson
distributions. The other nine items appear to follow either bimodal distribution
or something like a NSZ (normal with a spike at zero) distribution as described
by Karmakar (Karmakar 48).
Lead Actual Frequency of Weeks Ave. Poisson Frequency of Weeks
Time with Demads 0 - 5 Demand with Demands 0 - 5
Part: Weeks 0 Demand0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5
Item M 10 36 9 5 0 0 0 0.38 34.2 13.0 2.5 0.3 0.0 0.00
Item F 10 38 8 2 2 0 0 0.36 34.9 12.6 2.3 0.3 0.0 0.00
Item N 10 39 9 1 0 0 1 0.32 36.3 11.6 1.9 0.2 0.02 0.00
Item O 10 47 2 1 0 0 0 0.08 46.2 3.7 0.1 0.0 0.00 0.00
Item P 10 44 2 4 0 0 0 0.2 40.9 8.2 0.8 0.1 0.00 0.00
Item D 8 15 8 16 7 2 0 1.38 12.6 17.4 12 5.5 1.90 0.52
Item C 8 28 10 7 1 3 1 0.88 20.7 18.3 8 2.4 0.52 0.09
Item J 6 24 17 5 3 1 0 0.8 22.5 18.0 7 1.9 0.38 0.06
Item G 6 28 18 4 0 0 0 0.52 29.7 15.5 4 0.7 0.09 0.01
Item K 6 35 9 6 0 0 0 0.42 32.9 13.8 3 0.4 0.04 0.00
Item L 6 39 10 1 0 0 0 0.24 39.3 9.4 1 0.1 0.01 0.00
Item A 6 17 10 10 7 4 2 1.54 10.7 16.5 13 6.5 2.51 0.77
Item Q 6 38 6 3 1 2 0 0.46 31.6 14.5 3 0.5 0.06 0.01
Item B 4 36 4 5 1 0 4 0.74 23.9 17.7 7 1.6 0.30 0.04
Item E 4 36 4 3 4 0 3 0.74 23.9 17.7 7 1.6 0.30 0.04
Item R 4 43 4 2 1 0 0 0.22 40.1 8.8 1 0.1 0.00 0.00
Item S 3 44 1 2 1 1 1 0.34 35.6 12.1 2 0.2 0.02 0.00
Table 6.2 Actual Distribution of Usage Versus Poisson Distribution
Table 6.3 Chi-square Tests of Actual Versus Poisson Distributions
Although the demand for only half of the items followed a Poisson
distribution, in the next section we make a bold assumption that all the Poisson
distribution applies to all items under consideration. Based on that assumption,
we establish an inventory policy. In Chapter 7 we check how well the policy
performs given that the distributions are not purely Poisson.
6.2 Choice of Replenishment Signalling Models and Criteria
For further analysis we choose an "Order-Point, Order-Quantity"
inventory control system because of its simplicity, and because it may be
implemented manually as a two-bin system or as part of an automated
(electronic) continuous, or nearly continuous, review system. Also, this system
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Chi Squ. X2 Chi Squared not reject/reject
Value Dist @ Distribution for Alpha =2.5%
2.5%
Part: S DOF q x2 Alpha
Item M 1 3.92 5.02 4.8% not reject
Item F 2 2.11 7.38 34.86% not reject
Item N 4 984.20 11.14 0.00% reject
Item O 1 6.47 5.02 1.10% reject
Item P 1 57-90 AM no/, reiect
Item D 3 7.73 9.35 5.20% not reject
Item C 4 28.12 11.14 0.00% reject
Item J 3 2.43 9.35 48.86% not reject
Item G 2 1.22 7.38 54.47% not reject
Item K 2 5.54 7.38 6.28% not reject
Item L 2 0.14 7.38 93.13% not reject
Item A 4 9.68 11.14 4.61% not reject
Item Q 3 70.80 9.35 0.00% reject
Item B 4 372.38 11.14 0.00% reject
Item E 4 220.56 11.14 0.00% reject
Item R 2 16.05 7.38 0.03% reject
Item S 4 803.31 11.14 0.00% reject
is robust as long as no individual transaction is of great magnitude. This is
unlikely in the case of spare parts and consumables. As mentioned in the
previous section, we assume random demand. We also assume "near"
continuous inventory review for the "A" category items. An additional
assumption is that of complete back-ordering. Most of the models require an
assumption of either complete back-ordering or complete lost sales. Complete
back-ordering is valid in this case because the demand from the auto parts
supplier's customer is essentially constant throughout the year. Any downtime
due to a stockout of a spare or consumable item must be made up by working
weekends or holidays. Since the machine hours needed per year are not reduced
by the number of downtimes, we can reasonably assume a fairly fixed demand
for spare parts and consumables regardless of shortages.
Additionally, we choose a replenishment signalling model for safety
stocks based on the costing of shortage (stockout) occurrences. The costing of
shortages is based on the cost of each stockout occurrence, instead of on
percentage of cost, because there is no direct correlation between the cost of a
spare part or consumable item and the amount of downtime that lack of the part
can cause. There is, however, a correlation between the type of part and the
downtime cost that a stockout of the part might cause. For example, if a part is
used on non-essential or under-capacity equipment, the costs of a stockout may
be minimal. Also, if a part is readily available, the costs of a stockout may also be
minimal. Thus, the factors of where the part is used, how it is used, and
availability are more important than the cost of the part.
In the next three sections we discuss the mathematics behind establishing
the order point for the Order-point, Order-quantity with continuous review and
stockout penalties per stockout occasion. We look at calculating the re-order
point for three different demand models: successive Bernoulli trial, Poisson
distribution and normal distribution.
6.2.1 Demand Approximated by Successive Bernoulli Trials
Demand for most spare parts can be considered as successive Bernoulli
trials. The past data is grouped into one week periods, however, any data from
an electronic management system could logically be grouped into days. As long
as there is either zero removals or one removal per period, an exact probability
distribution may be used. First, the probability of one removal is calculated as
the ratio of periods with one removal divided by the total number of periods
evaluated to give "p". The binomial distribution is then calculated as (Hogg 95) :
g(y) = (i)pY(1-p)n-y, y = 0,1,2,3,..., n (e.q. 6.3)
In order to determine the reorder point (designated by the lowercase s), an
expected total relevant cost (ETRC) function is used. The reorder point is chosen
such that the ETRC is minimized. Using a cost per stock-out occurrence, we may
calculate the expected total relevant costs as (Silver 360):
ETRC(s) = (vr )* {E [(s- xO)Px(x0}+ []BlPx>(s )  (e.q. 6.4)
Where:
v = unit cost
r = inventory carrying rate
s = reorder point
D= yearly average demand
Q= order quantity
BI = stockout penalty per stockout incident
Which is essentially equivalent to the following long-hand equation:
Expected Total Relevant Costs = (Carrying cost per unit)*(Number of
units carried * Probability of carrying each unit unnecessarily)+ [Number
of replenishments per year]* Stockout penalty* Probability of a stockout
In minimizing the cost we search for an indifference point where an
additional unit stocked neither increases or reduces the cost. This number (s for
re-order point) is called an indifference point. To get an indifference point
between s and s+1 we set ETRC(s) equal to ETRC(s+1) to give:
vrp x(s) = -2Bp"(s+ 1) (e.q. 6.5)
Next, we start with the re-order point equal to zero and increment s until:
vrpx (s) - Bp,(s+ 1) (e.q. 6.6)
At this point storage costs will be only slightly larger than stockout costs. For the
independent Bernoulli trials, equation 6.6 becomes:
vr nI pY(I-p)n-Y > B ( ! (1 -p)--'1 (e.q. 6.7)Y=o y!(n-y)! Q (s+l)!(n-s-l)!
where:
p = Bernoulli Probability
v = unit cost
r = inventory carrying rate
s = re-order point
D= yearly average demand
Q= order quantity
B1 = stockout penalty per stockout incident
n = the number of periods per delivery lead time
y = an integer.
6.2.2 Demand Approximated by a Poisson Distribution
For consumable items it may not be possible to assume a series of
Bernoulli trials because there may be occasions of more than one removal per
period. The Poisson ratio is essentially a series of Bernoulli trials with infinitely
small periods.
The resulting equation for finding the re-order point to obtain the
minimum ETRC for a Poisson distribution is similar to that of the Bernoulli trial
(equation 6.5). For the Poisson equation the Bernoulli probability is replaced
with a Poisson probability resulting in:
vr i y- -) B X ) (e.q. 6.8)Y= o y! Q (s + 1)!
where:
I = mean and variance of the Poisson distribution
v = unit cost
r = inventory carrying rate
s = re-order point
D= yearly average demand
Q= order quantity
B1 = stockout penalty per stockout incident
y = an integer.
Similar to the process we used for Bernoulli trials, we start with s=0 and
increment s until equation 6.8 becomes true.
6.2.3 Demand Approximated by a Normal Distribution
For an average demand per lead time of more than about 10, a normal
distribution approximation is often appropriate. This is not based on the central
limit theorem because we are not looking at the distribution of a number of
samples. Rather, we are looking at the underlying distribution, and the
suggestion to use the normal distribution approximation is based on extensive
tests (Silver 330).
Determining re-order points for demand with a normal distribution is
straight forward. The governing equation here is:
Reorder point, s = xL + (Safety stock) (e.q. 6.9)
where jxL is average demand per lead time.
Safety stock is related to the variability of the demand. If there were no
variability, the reorder point would merely be the expected demand during
replenishment lead time. However, with variable demand the probability of
demand above a given level must be considered. As is the case with the
Bernoulli and Poisson distributions, the proper safety stock is determined as a
balance between: (1) The probability of demand exceeding RL + (safety stock) and
the costs related to the stockout, and (2) the cost of holding the items. The safety
stock is calculated as a safety factor multiplied by the standard deviation of
demand during a lead time: safety stock = kaL. The safety factor, k, has the
following effect:
If k = 1, a stockout will occur on average 15.9% of the time
k = 2, a stockout will occur on average 2.3% of the time
k = 3, a stockout will occur on average 0.1% of the time (Lewis 122)
Thus, calculating the safety factor, k, is most important in determining the re-
order point for the items with normal demand. We calculate the appropriate
safety factor by minimizing the expected total relevant total costs (ETRC) which
are:
* The replenishment cost per year which equals: AD/Q = (administrative costs
* yearly demand)/ order quantity.
* The expected carrying cost which equals: I vr = average inventory amount *
cost per item * carrying rate. The average inventory amount, I is equal to the
order quantity / 2 + safety stock.
* The cost per stockout using a stockout penalty per stockout occurrence. This
cost is a multiplication of three factors: the number of replenishment per year
(D/Q), the stockout penalty, and the probability of a stockout per cycle
The ETRC for an item with a normally distributed demand is:
DB
ETRC(k)= AD/Q + (Q/2+kaL)vr+ - pU (k) (e.q. 6.10)
As figure 6.4 illustrates, the probability of a stockout during a given lead
time is the area of the probability density function to the right of kaL, the safety
stock, plus the average demand, XL.
Figure 6.4: Normal Probability Density Function and Stock Outs (Lewis 157)
Setting the derivative of ETRC to zero yields the following equation for
the safety factor,k.
k DB 1k = 2 In -
F QVO L (e.q. 6.11)
where:
D = Demand (usage) per Year
B1 = Stock-out Penalty
Q = Order Quantity
v = Unit Cost
GL= Standard Deviation of Demand per Lead Time
r = Inventory Holding Rate
6.2.4 Setting of Stockout Penalties
The calculations of the previous sections require that we assign
stockout penalties. The penalties assigned to each stockout are to represent, as
best possible, the actual costs incurred during a stock out. The costs of machine
downtime were considered in Section 4.2.4 as issues related to machine
utilization and flexibility and the amount of buffer stocks. The impact of a
stockout of a particular part on machine downtime (lost machine up-time)
depends on several factors:
* The potential for expedited supply of the necessary part (also the length of
normal lead times)
* The timely repairability of the part
* The necessity of the part for proper machine operation (is the part non-
essential or can the machine be operated in some mode such that the part is
not immediately necessary.
The machine utilization, the amount of buffer stocks, part repairability,
and the potential for expedited part supply are likely to vary from machine to
machine and from part to part. They may also vary with time.
In the rest of this section and in the next two sections, we demonstrate one
practical way that penalties may be assigned. To begin we approximate the effect
of the above factors by roughly categorizing the parts with a matrix comprised of
the following two dimensions:
* Economic costs of machine downtime (Section 6.2.4.1)
* Severity rating which encompasses specifics of part importance and machine
utilization and criticality in a general case (Section 6.2.4.2).
6.2.4.1 Economic Costs
We break the machines costs per hour into two categories:
1) The direct labor rate associated with each particular machine for non-capacity
constrained conditions or for short downtimes where production numbers
are easily made up.
2) Estimated market rental rates for the machines plus the direct labor rate
Table 6.4 shows the economic costs of machine downtime.
Costs of Stretch Pipe HSM Die Straight Deburr Other
D.T. Bending Bending Casting ening Main
Mach + MSB+ 3 6  MPB+36 MHSM MDC+72 Ms+36 MD+72 Mo0
Labor +36 36
Labor 36 36 36 72 36 72 36
Table 6.4: Costs of Machine Downtime
(Note: Actual machine rental rates (M) are used in all calculations and
simulations, but the exact rental rates are not disclosed in this thesis).
6.2.4.2 Severity Rating
While Table 6.4 lists costs per hour for each machine, according to a theory
of constraints model, the highest cost should be applied to the bottleneck
machine. However, a detailed production constraint analysis is beyond the scope
of this thesis, thus, penalties for each machine must be assessed independently
and the degree to which a machine is a bottleneck must be captured in the
assigning of severity ratings. The person assigning the severity rating should
have a general idea of which machines are bottlenecks.
We assign penalties to the severity ratings based on the idea that as the
downtime due to a single incident increases, the costs escalate, as is represented
in Figure 4.1. Table 6.5 is an initial assignment of penalty values.
Severity Equations Used to Compute Penalties
1 Penalty = 5 days*24 hours*(M+L) + 5 days*24* (L) +5*(P)
2 Penalty = 2 days*24 hours*(M+L) + 5 days*24* (L)+ 2*(P)
3 Penalty = 4 days*24 hours* (L)
4 Penalty = 1.5 days*24 hours* (L)
5 Penalty = 16 hours* (L)
6 Penalty = 3 hours* (L)
7 Penalty = 1 hour *(L)
8 Penalty = 0.25 hours* (L)
Table 6.5: Severity - Penalty Relationship
The computations in Table 6.5 are in number of hours multiplied by costs
(e.g. no. of weeks * no. of days * no. of hours* cost). Letters in the equations in
Table 6.5 mean the following:
M represents the machine rental rate.
L represents the direct labor rate for each machine
P represents an additional penalty related to shortages in supply to the
final customer. Included here may be actual penalties assessed by the
customer or losses in reputation and future business.
The assigning of penalties is approximate because without significant
downtime histories, the actual impact of the downtimes is not certain. However,
the method given here seems to sufficiently quantify the elements within a
penalty. Also, a magnitude change in penalty may translate into only one or two
additional safety stock units, because translating the penalties into safety stock
units involves the use of probability density functions which means that the
relationship between the stockout penalty and additional safety stock units is not
linear.
6.2.5 Penalties of Sequential Choices
In the previous sections we have assumed that the order quantities are
already determined - perhaps through an economic order quantity calculation.
Calculating the order quantity first and then the safety stock is reasonable because
the simultaneous calculation of order quantity and safety stock is an iterative
process with two unknowns. Nevertheless, there is a penalty for not doing the
calculations simultaneously. Using a graphical approach posed by Silver and
Peterson (Silver 341) the percentage cost penalty can be easily approximated with
two dimensionless parameters. The percentage cost penalty (PCP) is defined as:
PP ETRC(sequential) - ETRC(simultaneous)PCP= - x100 (e.q. 6.12)ETRC(simultaneous)
where: ETRC is the expected total relevant costs per year per item.
The dimensionless parameters are:
* Penalty divided by administrative costs (B1 /A)
* Economic Order Quantity divided by the standard deviation in demand in a
lead time (EOQ/aL)
Table 6.6 lists approximate values for the percentage cost penalty (PCP) for
22 items. As can be seen the penalties are all less than one percent. In fact for a
combined expected total relevant cost of over $200,000 for the 22 items, the actual
cost penalty is under $800.
The assumptions behind the calculations are stockout penalties of $7000
for each item, an administrative cost per order of $11, and a standard deviation
in demand per lead time equalling the square root of the average demand per
lead time. A copy of the family of curves used to find PCP is given in Appendix
C. Because the value of the penalty for first assigning the order quantity and
then determining the safety stock is so small, the effect of sequential assignment
may be ignored.
Item Penalty Admin. EOQ Lead- D/yr Sigma B/A EOQ/ PCP
time Lead Sigma
1 7000 15 12 8 50 2.774 640 4.3 <0.25%
2 7000 15 17 8 100 3.922 640 4.3 <0.25%
3 7000 15 9 8 30 2.148 640 4.2 <0.25%
4 7000 15 13 8 60 3.038 640 4.3 <0.25%
5 7000 15 10 8 40 2.481 640 4.0 <0.25%
6 7000 15 1 8 5 0.877 640 1.1 <1.0%
7 7000 15 16 8 100 3.922 640 4.1 <0.25%
8 7000 15 16 8 100 3.922 640 4.1 <0.25%
9 7000 15 9 6 40 2.148 640 4.2 <0.25%
10 7000 15 10 6 50 2.402 640 4.2 <0.25%
11 7000 15 8 6 30 1.861 640 4.3 <0.25%
12 7000 15 9 6 40 2.148 640 4.2 <0.25%
13 7000 15 11 6 156 4.243 640 2.6 <0.5%
14 7000 15 3 4 10 0.877 640 3.4 <0.25%
15 7000 15 12 4 78 2.449 640 4.9 <0.25%
16 7000 15 12 4 52 2 640 6.0 <0.25%
17 7000 15 21 1 120 1.519 640 13.8 <<0.25
18 7000 15 5 2 25 0.981 640 5.1 <0.25%
19 7000 15 5 2 25 0.981 640 5.1 <0.25%
20 7000 15 11 2 50 1.387 640 7.9 <0.25%
21 7000 15 30 1 120 1.519 640 19.7 <<0.25
22 7000 15 1 6 4 0.679 640 1.5 <1.0%
Table 6.6: Percent Cost Penalty (PCP) due to Sequential Parameter Assignment
6.3 An Inventory Management Tool
Based on the theories presented in the previous sections, we created an
inventory management tool in Excel for the Macintosh to calculate the economic
order quantity with price breaks and to calculate re-order points. A portion of the
user interface of the tool is shown in Figure 6.5 (the full program behind the tool
is shown in appendix D). The tool was intended as an aid to the operators who
control inventories but we use it initially to produce conditions for inventory
simulations. Before the tool could be shared with the operators, the underlying
assumptions in the tool had to be verified. The verification of the tool is given
in the next chapter. The remainder of this chapter looks into the capabilities of
the inventory management tool and at the specifics behind the tool.
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Figure 6.5: Inventory Management Tool User Interface
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6.3.1 Capabilities of the Inventory Management Tool
The inventory management tool allows for Bernoulli calculations,
Poisson calculations and normal distribution calculations. It also allows up to
three price breaks in determining the economic order quantity. The tool assigns
stockout penalties depending upon the machine where the part is used and the
downtime severity rating as was described in Section 6.2.4. While the tool
considers Bernoulli, Poisson and normal distributions, most of the cases used in
the verification tests default to the Poisson assumption because the data is
grouped into weeks and because the demand for consumables is generally low (1-
10 units per lead time).
6.3.2 Specifics of the Inventory Management Tool
We created the inventory tool as a spreadsheet application in Microsoft
Excel 5.0a on a Macintosh Centris 650 with a 68040 processor, a 68883 co-
processor, 8 MB of RAM and an 80 MB hard disk. The inventory tool employs
modules written in Visual Basic. The following modules support the main
spreadsheet:
* A look-up table for stock-out penalties depending upon the particular
machine and the severity rating, as was described in Section 6.2.4.
* Safety stock calculations which increment the amount of safety stock until
the lowest expected total relevant costs are achieved, as was described in
Sections 6.2.1, 6.2.2, and 6.2.3. The tool uses Bernoulli trial equations if a flag
is set in the spreadsheet, otherwise it uses Poisson or normal distribution
equations based upon the average demand per lead time.
* Economic order quantity (EOQ) calculations with allowances for quantity
discounts. The tool assumes an all-units discount schedule.
* Part Cost determination based on quantity discounts. The resulting part costs
are used in the re-order point calculations.
Chapter 7: Verification of an Inventory Policy
In Chapter 6 we established policies for ordering and setting safety stocks.
However, such policies are of little value unless we can verify that the chosen
policies indeed function as desired over time. Considerable time would be
required to verify the policies with shop-floor testing, especially when demand
is low, as is the case with spare parts and consumables. To expedite the
verification process, simulation is used. Starr and Miller state "To simulate is to
assume the appearance of, without the reality... the advantage is that we can
compress time and observe results that would otherwise require prohibitive
periods of time" (Starr 222). Simulation also allows us to model complex
systems. Vrat & Babu used simulation to model a multi-echelon inventory
situation faced by spare parts suppliers because mathematical modelling became
too complex (Vrat 601).
This chapter discusses the procedure used to verify the choices for policies
that were described in Chapter 6, as well as the choices for the inventory
management tool. We begin by discussing modelling, Monte-Carlo simulations
in general, and the simulation actually used. Finally, we present the results and
discuss the implications of the results.
7.1 Building the Model
A mathematical model as described by Bender is an abstract, simplified,
mathematical construct related to a part of reality and created for a particular
purpose. In constructing a model we must decide what is to be included and
what is not. The surroundings in relation to a model can be divided into three
parts (Bender 2 - 7):
1) Things whose effects are neglected.
2) Things that affect the model but whose behavior the model is not designed to
study. An example of this in our case is the initial stock. We compensated by
testing at different initial stock values.
3) Things the model is designed to study the behavior of. In the simulation
described in this chapter the model is to study the effects of re-order point,
demand distribution, delivery lead-time, delivery lead-time variance, and
order quantity.
Building a model can be broken down into the following four steps:
1) Formulate the problem and choose the purpose of a model:
* Prove valid the chosen inventory policy (simulation is also useful in
determining the best policy, however, such simulation is not included
in this thesis).
* Find the best stockout penalty (on the average).
2) Outline the Model:
The model has the main blocks shown in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Block Diagram of Simulation Model
3) Check by asking: Is it useful? - We believe it is useful.
4) Test the Model:
We tested the model by checking simple simulations against expected
results and debugged until the simulation results and expected output
matched. Once the model proved satisfactory, we performed a set of more
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complicated demand and lead time patterns to test the operation of the
model. A plot of demand, in-house echelon inventories, and back-orders
proved beneficial in testing the model (a plot is shown in Appendix F).
7.2 Monte Carlo Simulation - An Overview
As was shown in Section 6.1, the demand of the consumable items is random
and the delivery lead times also vary. Monte Carlo simulation was used for the
simulation model to capture the variations of actual demand and delivery. We
are using simulation to observe random numbers, chosen in such a way that
they directly simulate the physical random processes of the original problem.
Hammersley calls this the simplest form of Monte Carlo simulation
(Hammersley 2).
A Monte Carlo simulation program assigns a portion of a Monte Carlo
number range to possible outcomes depending upon the probabilities associated
with each of the outcomes. For example, if the possible outcomes were 1 with
50% probability, 2 with 30%, and 3 with 20% probability, and the Monte Carlo
range were 1 - 999, then Monte Carlo number results between 1 & 499 would
result in a random number of 1, results between 500 and 799 would result in a
random number of 2, and results between 800 and 999 would result in a random
number of 3. The Monte Carlo numbers are drawn from a uniform distribution
and thus, all numbers in the series theoretically have an equal chance or
probability of occurring (Lewis 188, Starr 228). However, the numbers are
generated artificially with an algorithm. The outcome 'pseudo-random' number
generator depends on an input number called a "seed." The seed for the
program discussed in the next section is generated by a second random number
generator with the equation: Seed = (Seed*16807)MOD 2147483647 (Hoffman).
Having a varying seed is important for truly random results, and affects overall
results; Nguyen's data support this (Nguyen 67).
7.3 Simulation using Extend Simulation Software
We used a simulation program called Extend (version 2.1) produced by
Imagine That!, Inc. The program ran on a Macintosh Centris 650 with a 68040
processor, a 68883 co-processor, 8 MB of RAM and an 80 MB hard disk. In Extend,
blocks of code for different operations are represented as icons. The user simply
links appropriate icons together to create a model. The icons can be opened to
reveal the codes which are written in a language called "ModL." The codes in the
blocks can be changed and new blocks can be created. The model shown in








Figure 7.2 Extend Simulation Model
In the next two sections we list the inputs and outputs of the model and
describe how the model accounts for variable leadtimes.
7.3.1 Simulation Inputs and Outputs
The Simulation Model has the following inputs which are entered or
changed for each simulation run:
I
* Mean demand per week for a Poisson distribution or actual demand pattern
(historical forecasting)
* Initial stock amount of the item (this is varied to reduce the effect of start
conditions)
* Signal stock (as was calculated by the inventory management tool)
* Delivery lead time
From the above inputs the model generates the following outputs for each
simulation run:
* Average inventory
* Variance of inventory amount
* Total units demanded for the simulation duration
* Total stockout weeks
* Number of orders placed
* Back-order quantity total
* Number of individual stockout occurrences
* Longest period with a back-order
* Longest wait until a part arrives after a stockout
While newer versions of Extend allow a set of simulations to be run from
conditions in a spreadsheet and allow the results from multiple simulation runs
to be output to a single file, with version 2 both manual input and output is
necessary.
7.3.2 Accounting for Leadtime Variation
The inventory tool in Chapter 6 assumes a constant delivery leadtime.
However, in actuality, delivery times vary. We modified a list by Lewis (Lewis
101) to arrive at the following sources of variation or delay in leadtime:
Start - Earliest point in time that an organization realizes a replenishment
order should be placed.
1) Delay in writing a purchase request
2) Delay in authorization of the purchase
3) Delay in translating the purchase request into a purchase order
4) Delay in contacting the supplying organization
5) Delay at the supplying organization in processing the order
6) Delay at the supplying organization in manufacturing ordered items or
taking ordered items from stock.
7) Delay at the supplying organization in packing and shipping
8) Transit delay (postal, rail, road, plane, etc.)
9) Delay in receiving the order
10) Delay in getting the replenishment order to storage location
Finish - Parts ready for issue.
While we do not attempt to model these delays and variations separately,
we have included a variable lead-time in the model. By talking with operators
familiar with typical leadtime variance for consumables and spare parts, we have
determined the following leadtime distribution:
Average Leadtime plus two weeks ......... 5%
Average Leadtime plus one week ........... 20%
Average Leadtime ................................... 50%
Average Leadtime minus one week ...... 20%
Average Leadtime minus two weeks ..... 5%
For simplicity we applied this distribution to all simulations since the leadtimes
used in the simulations are all 4 weeks or longer. An improved method would
be to use a percent of the average leadtime for the different possibilities instead of
weeks, however, we did not include this feature in the original model. The best
method would be to use an actual distribution of leadtimes, but this requires
sufficient historical data which we did not have.
7.4 Test Conditions, Results and Interpretation
The following sections describe the test conditions that were run on the
simulation. Additionally, the simulation results show inventory performance
of the current inventory policies as compared with inventory performance of the




Figure 7.3: Full Factor Test Condition Matrix
7.4.1 Test Conditions
Testing consisted of 450 separate simulations, with each simulation being
run for 1040 periods. Since the periods considered were one week periods, the
duration of each simulation was "20 years". Figure 7.3 shows the full-factor test
condition matrix with all the combinations for each item (combinations in the
dark box for 15 items). For each demand condition there are two order
quantities. For each order quantity there are either two or three stockout severity
ratings and for each stockout severity rating there are three different initial stock
settings. High (H) corresponds to a high initial stock setting (a few items less
than the re-order quantity plus the order quantity) and low (L) corresponds to a
low initial stock setting (a few items less than the re-order quantity). The
medium (M) initial stock setting is near the average of the high and low initial
stock settings. Additionally, embedded within each simulation is an average
demand. We use two average demand assumptions: 1) one is a non-historical-
based projection from an operator's experienced guess, and 2) one is an average
demand derived from 50 weeks of historical data. For most items, the non-
historical projection of demand is higher than that of the demand based upon
historical data. In the simulations, the "current" inventory policy always uses an
easy or logical order quantity and always has an average demand based on a non-
historical projection.
7.4.2 Simulation Summary Results
The simulation results are shown here for two cases, as well as for a case of
different severity ratings. Table 7.1 shows the results of Case I, where the
performance of the current policy is compared with a recommended policy
having a severity rating equal to one and order quantities equal to calculated EOQ
values. The results are compared for Poisson distributions with non-historical
(projected) average demands and for actual distributions with historical average
demands. For the projected demand and Poisson distribution, following the
current policies results in the lowest inventory and ordering costs, but with a
penalty in service. When penalties are included, the recommended policies
show better performance. For an actual demand distribution, the recommended
policy has lower costs and improved service when compared with the current
inventory policy.
CASE I
Inventory Holding Costs and
Ordering Costs per Part ($/year):
Stockout Weeks per Year:
Type 1 Service Level using Stockout
Weeks:
Type 1 Service Level using New
Demand:
Longest Period w/ Back-order:
Longest Wait until at least one part
arrives:
Total Costs with $7000 Penalty:
Total Costs with $70000 Penalty:
Using Projected






































Table 7.1 Case I Simulation Results: Economic Order Quantities
Table 7.2 shows the results of Case II where, similar to Case I, the
performance of the current policy is compared with a recommended policy
having a severity rating equal to one. However, instead of using the EOQ policy
for ordering with the recommended policy, we used the easy or logical order
quantities. Again, the results are compared for both a projected demand with a
Poisson distribution and for the actual distributions. The results of Case II are
similar to those in Case I in that for the Poisson distribution/projected demand,
following the current policies results in the lowest inventory and ordering costs,
but also results in degraded service. Again, when stockout penalties are
included, the recommended policy performs better. Additionally, with the actual
demand distribution, the recommended policy has lower costs and improved
service when compared with the current inventory policy.
Case II
Inventory Holding Costs and
Ordering Costs per Part ($/year):
Stockout Weeks per Year:
Type 1 Service Level using Stockout
Weeks:
Type 1 Service Level using New
Demand:
Longest Period w/ Back-order:
Longest Wait until at least one part
arrives:
Total Costs with $7000 Penalty:












































Table 7.2 Case II Simulation Results: Logical Order Quantities
The results shown in Table 7.3 are similar to those in Table 7.1 (Case I)
except that Table 7.3 provides the results of two additional stockout penalties -
penalties for #3 and #7 stockout severity ratings. The results confirm that a
more severe stockout severity rating and, consequently, a higher stockout results
in reduced stockout weeks per year and higher service levels. The differences
between the effects on service of a stockout severity rating of 1 and a rating of 3








Type 1 Service Level
using Stockout Weeks:
Type 1 Service Level
using New Demand:
Longest Period w/ Back-
order
Longest Wait until at
least one part arrives:
Total Costs with $72
Penalty:





































































Table 7.3 Expanded Case I Results: Effect of Various Stockout Penalties
7.4.3 Conclusions from the Results
From the results presented in Section 7.4.2 we can draw the following
conclusions:
1) When the re-order points and quantities are not determined by data and
theory, the balance of inventories will not be near optimum - there will be
too much stock of some items and not enough of others.
While not explicit in the summary results of Tables 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3, the
recommended policy required higher stocking levels on some items and
lower levels on other items when compared with the current policy. This





















results. For the projected demand, which was substantially higher than
the historical forecast demand for most items, the recommended policy
required higher stocking levels on many items. This is seen in the
increased inventory and ordering costs for the recommended policy with
the projected demand. Nevertheless, when stockout penalties are
included, the recommended policy out-performs the current policy in total
cost for both the Poisson distribution and the actual distribution.
2) Historical forecasting is a valuable tool to use when the demand does not
change appreciably over time.
We saw in Section 6.1.2 that few of the consumables demand patterns
exhibited an upward or downward trend. Using historical forecasting
combined with the recommended policy resulted in significant inventory
holding and ordering cost savings when compared to the current policy
when both are applied to the actual distribution. This is illustrated in Case
I and Case II where the current policy is compared with the recommended
policy for the actual distribution. In this comparison we see that the
recommended policy outperforms the current policy in both cost and
service.
3) The effect of the stockout penalty on service is not linear and hence for
certain ranges, extreme accuracy is not needed in assigning penalty costs.
From Table 7.3 we see that a stockout penalty anywhere between $9600 and
$96000 produces similar inventory holding and ordering costs and penalty
costs.
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7.5 Simulation Results Extension to Other Consumables & Spare Parts
The sample of 15 parts we used in the simulation is not random, we
selected the "A" Category items for which we had the best demand data.
Although not all of the 15 items used in the simulations have Poisson
distributed demand, an inventory control policy based on a Poisson distribution
assumption seems adequate for consumable items with variable demand, if the
stockout penalty is chosen appropriately - a higher penalty will compensate for
a non-poisson distribution because it will result in a higher safety stock.
The inventory policy used in the simulation is not necessarily optimum
since we did not use the simulation to compare different policies such as (R, s, S).
Nevertheless, the (s,Q) policy presented here is easily implemented, and is a good
start where no rigorous policy currently exists. While the policy may be
generally applied to "B" classification items, "A" classification items should be
studied in greater detail, as was done in Chapter 6.
The inventory management tool may be used for spare parts but caution
needs to be exercised because the inventory management tool was only tested for
consumables. Additionally, for spare parts with low demand, an (S-1, S) is likely
more appropriate.
An important caveat to using the inventory management tool, and
consequently the (s,Q) model, is that the model assumes continuous review.
The inventory management tool can be used safely where the reviews are not
continuous if the review period is added to the lead-time.

Chapter 8: Systems Changes and Implementation
The majority of this thesis concerns itself with how to order and stock
consumables and spare parts so that shortage induced downtimes are reduced,
and safety stocks are not excessive. In this chapter, we turn to more systemic
changes to reduce cost. Reducing spare parts and consumables usage, as well as
making the usage more regular can have an impact, not only for parts usage and
storage costs, but also for overall productivity since production variation is
reduced. Reducing usage and improving predictability are the topics of Sections
8.1 and 8.2. In the last sections of this chapter, we discuss system changes and
other considerations necessary for an effective inventory management system.
8.1 Introduction of TPM to Reduce Sporadic Failures
The plant is beginning implementation of total productive maintenance
(TPM) by first initiating a preventative maintenance program. Through a TPM
approach, the plant should be able to reduce sporadic failures and improve the
equipment. By reducing sporadic failures through proper maintenance, both
spare parts and consumables can be replaced on regular schedules. Once regular
replacement schedules are established and once we separate periodic demand
and stochastic demand, we can base safety stock calculations on reduced
stochastic demand. The implementation of TPM requires considerable
commitment from managements since its full implementation usually requires
at least three years. Nakajima lists four phases for achieving "zero breakdowns"
as part of TPM (Nakajima 104 - 106). The phases are:
1) Stabilize failure intervals or mean time between failures (MTBF).
- Restore unchecked deterioration by fixing existing equipment problems.
- Prevent accelerated deterioration by properly maintaining basic equipment.
2) Lengthen equipment life.
- Correct design weaknesses - reliability improvement through design
improvements. We believe this is important for reducing the usage of
spare parts and consumables. Also, working with equipment suppliers to
improve designs is important.
- Eliminate chance or accidental breakdowns through inspection and checks.
- Restore visible deterioration.
3) Periodically restore deterioration.
- Estimate equipment life.
(Nakajima notes that at this stage, if maintainability is not improved, and
standards are set, that time, labor, and costs of analytic inspection and
replacement of parts will balloon making restoration impossible.)
This would be because inspections and part replacements wouldl be too
frequent.
- Learn signs of internal deterioration such as temperature, vibration, and
noise.
4) Predict equipment life.
- Use machine diagnostic techniques.
- Analyze catastrophic breakdowns for search of causes.
The four phases need to be implemented in the order listed to achieve
economical maintenance. Nakajima has commented that when periodic
maintenance is performed before the equipment life span is stable, maintenance
costs are more expensive and the process is not effective (Nakajima 108). Thus,
before we can move to deterministic demand for spare parts and consumables,
we first need to determine what the MTBF for each part is, then work to improve
the MTBF and the variation of times between failures. One of the first steps is
collecting historical data for each machine to estimate the variance and mean of
times between failures. Once the MTBF has been stabilized and determined, an
economical replacement interval may be established.
Nahmias has shown a simple deterministic age determination model for
determining economic replacement intervals with assumptions such as
continuous equipment usage, infinite planning horizon, identical equipment
characteristics, and no salvage value (Nahmias 697-699). The model also
assumes that only maintenance costs are considered, that the cost rate of
maintaining an item of machine usage age u is au, and that the cost of
replacement is K. From this we calculate:
Total replacement cost per cycle = K.
t t 2
Total maintenance costs per cycle = C(u) du = au du =at2 (e.q. 8.1)
0 0
The average cost per unit time for a replacement period t is:
Ave. Cost (t) = + K + 2 (e.q. 8.2)
Setting the first derivative with time equal to zero results in:
t = ,where t is the optimal replacement period. (e.q. 8.3)
This simple model demonstrates the trade-off between replacement costs and
maintenance costs, and illustrates an optimal replacement period. However, the
model does not incorporate costs of downtime when a part fails during
production. With historical data a more accurate model may be used. TPM
provides an avenue for improving the equipment so that trade-off models may
be used.
8.2 Working with the Process to Reduce the Need for Consumables
In addition to an introduction of TPM, we suggest further process
investigation into process and tool changes to reduce the need or high usage of
consumables. This may involve:
* Equipment design and process changes to reduce the number of consumables
or to improve consumables life, which may include:
- new designs
- new materials
- new process parameters
* Equipment management to improve consumables life (machine run time
etc.)
* Improved estimation of consumables life through data collection and
analysis. This leads to routine replacement and deterministic demand.
An example of improvement at the plant studied is that of a milling tool
for a high speed milling machine. Kalpakjian suggests that there is a trade-off
between tool life and cutting speed; in general, tool life decreases with increased
cutting speed. A shorter tool life translates to higher tool costs and higher tool
changing costs. But as cutting speed increases, machining time decreases. Thus,
the optimum lies between the minimum cost per piece and the minimum time
per piece. This is shown in Figure 8.1. The upper graph shows the minimum
cost per part and the lower graph shows the minimum time per part. Kalpakjian
defines the range between the points as the "high-efficiency machining range"
(Kalpakjian 766 - 769).
These curves, however, are based upon the machining of steel and
machining of aluminum is different from steel. Engineers at the plant have
found no decrease in tool life with increases in cutting speeds. Brown notes that
during the machining of aluminum, tool steel and carbide cutting tools do not
exhibit a breakdown due to heat at higher speeds because of the low melting
point of aluminum (C.B. Brown 29). Although the curves in Figure 8.1 do not
apply particularly well to aluminum, they are useful in general.
Rather than optimize cutting speeds to improve tool life, the engineers at
the plant have studied and improved the rake and relief angles to reduce chatter
and vibration and to improve chip removal. Additionally, they have
investigated different materials for the tools.
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Figure 8.1: Cutting Speed and Time/Cost Exchange Curves (Kalpakjian 767)
8.3 Implementing Inventory Management Based on Rules
The rules used for determining safety stock levels depend much upon the
inventory control system used. In the next section we examine some of the
factors involved in choosing a control system. In Section 8.3.2 we discuss the
importance of operator intervention in an automated rule-based system.
8.3.1 Choosing an Appropriate Control System
In Section 5.4.1 we listed control systems, however, we did not discuss the
factors involved in choosing a control system. Choosing between different
systems depends on the granularity of demand data desired and the degree of
automation desired.
Much of this thesis discusses the importance of basing inventory on rules.
It discusses the importance of collecting usage (demand) data and then applying
rules based on theory. While we should analyze and decide rules for all "A"
category items individually and all "B" category items as a group, tracking small
and inexpensive (also low impact on downtime) items does not make economic
sense because the costs of tracking would be higher than the potential gains. For
these items two-bin, two-bag, or kanban methods could be used.
"A" and "B" category items should be controlled through either a review
and order system or a continuous review order system. The inventory
management tool in Chapter 6 and the simulation in Chapter 7 assume
continuous inventory reviews. Continuous inventory review systems make
sense if the inventory management system is automated and the transactions are
quick. Many plants use bar-coding of parts to reduce the transaction time for
removing a part and recording the removal. An advantage of the continuous
review method is that as parts are removed, the time of removal may be
recorded automatically and the destination of the part may be input. This creates
an accurate historical database and allows for cost accounting with up-to-date,
fine-grained information.
If the time required to record a part removal is too long, and the
transaction frequency too high, a continuous review system may not be
appropriate. In this case a period review and order system may be best because
the total time required for a few reviews may be much less than the total time
required to record all the individual transactions. The disadvantage of this
system is that precise demand times and destinations are not known.
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A compromise between the review and continuous systems is a "Batch"
system. With this system a group of items are removed from the continuous
review system with a single transaction record. The group of items are then
moved to the process where they may used as needed (see Section 5.5.6).
Although the granularity of demand and destination data is lost, removal
recording transactions are reduced.
8.3.2 Importance of Operator Intervention
Although determining safety stock levels and order quantities on rules is
important, the ability of an informed operator or mechanic to override the
suggestions from the rule-based system is also important. This is particularly
true for automated electronic management systems. An example of an instance
where operator intervention is required is that of spare parts which may be
repairable. A replacement part for the repairable part may be unnecessarily
ordered automatically once the spare is removed unless a mechanic can override
or place a hold on the order. Intervention is also required so that quantities of
the wrong part are not ordered when a part is changed to a different or new part.
Also, an operator might have special insight into future demand that may be
different from forecasted demand because of special tests, etc.
8.4 Simplified Inventory Control, Transferring Responsibility to All
This section briefly describes some ideas related to simplifying inventory
control and transferring responsibilities for spare parts and consumables to all
the operators on the shop floor. In the next sections we discuss proper
organization of parts storage, implementation of a two-bin system, changes in
mental models, out-sourcing of some inventory management, proper listing of
parts, and accounting changes.
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8.4.1 Improvement of Part Stores Organization
The time required to find an item depends much upon the cleanliness and
orderliness of the storage locations. If the operators have the discipline to keep
the stocks orderly, the initial time spent creating an organized storage will more
than pay for itself in shorter part search times. In Japan, five-S principles of
industrial housekeeping are used: seiri (organization), seiton (tidiness), seiso
(purity), seiketsu (cleanliness), and shitsuke (discipline). These principles are
important to companies in Japan but should also be applied to all manufacturing
companies. Ensuring that housekeeping is not done on only a superficial basis is
important (Nakajima 21).
8.4.2 Implementation of a Two-bin System
The two-bin system is a simple method of inventory control, but not
necessarily the optimal method. In the two-bin system, a new order is placed
once the first bin becomes empty. The amount in the second bin covers the
average demand per lead-time and includes safety stock. When the order
arrives, the first bin is filled and is placed behind the second bin. The first bin
then contains the safety stock.
An operator in the die casting area of the plant is implementing a two-bin
system for 60 items. The bin sizes were established so that only one order would
be outstanding during one delivery lead-time (see Section 5.3.4). The established
values were tested using the simulation model in Section 7.3. Because the
system has only recently been implemented, the results are not conclusive.
However, the goals behind the system are:
1) Simplify the work of the operator currently managing the inventory.
2) Change the mental models of the operators in the area so they all feel
responsible for the inventory. This is discussed in the next section.
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8.4.3 Shifting the Mental Models of the Operators
The plant currently has what we defined as an "open system multi-user"
inventory control system, since any employee can remove a part from nearly any
storage location (see Section 3.4). While this system may not be appropriate for
many plants, the system may be appropriate for the plant studied because:
* The likelihood of theft is low for most items due to the following reasons:
- theft is generally low in the plant's country
- items in storage are very specific to the site
- all employees enter and exit through a single entrance
* The open system multi-user concept fits well with the self-directed work team
organization in the plant.
* The system can result in the lowest cost because the parts are stored near
where they are used and because separate parts cage personnel are not needed.
However, for the open system multi-user control system to work, all the
operators need to feel responsible for the inventories in their areas and
throughout the plant. If one employee fails to report an empty bin or fails to log
in a part removal, the system becomes dysfunctional.
By implementing the easily controlled two-bin system, the plant hopes to
change from a mental model of inventory control by a single person to control by
teams. Having a simple system is important for this change.
8.4.4 Electronic Inventory Systems and a Change in Mental Models
The plant is looking at moving in the future to an electronic based
inventory management system that would be tied to an electronic purchasing
system and an electronic preventative maintenance planner.
However, a change in the mental models of the operators is necessary before an
information technology based inventory system could function with the open
system multi-user inventory controls. Just adding an electronic system and
expecting people to use it is overly optimistic. Orlikowski notes "When
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confronted with a new technology, individuals try to understand it in terms of
their existing technological frames" (Orlikowski 240). Perhaps in the case of the
study, first implementing the mechanical system and ensuring that it works
properly, is reasonable before implementing an information technology based
system. However, once people on the floor feel responsible for signalling orders
and logging item removals, then the order, re-order process should be re-
designed to optimize the entire process. Hammer has said " It is time to stop
paving the cow paths. Instead of embedding outdated processes in silicon and
software, we should obliterate them and start over. We should 'reengineer' our
businesses: use the power of modern information technology to radically
redesign our business processes in order to achieve dramatic improvements in
their performance" (Hammer 104). We expect that the plant can gain significant
improvements by not simply automating current systems with an electronic
system, but by using information technology to redesign inventory management
and the order/re-order process (see Section 3.2)
8.4.5 Contracting with Outside Suppliers
The plant is working with suppliers to store inventories nearby or to keep
a small stock of unique parts that the plant needs occasionally. The plant has
also created "open" purchase orders to speed up the delivery process.
Additionally, the plant is requesting that more suppliers refill inventories in-
house. This is common in the fluids and gas supply businesses. However, the
plant is also requesting that stock levels for discrete items such as fasteners be
done by the supplier. This results in greater efficiency because of the economies
of scope and scale of the suppliers.
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8.4.6 Ensuring Necessary Parts in Stock by Explicitly Listing Machine Parts
In Section 4.3 we suggest "parts not listed" as a cause for a part being not
stocked. At the plant studied there is no database listing all the components of
the machines down to the part level. Some part listings are available in
maintenance manuals produced by the equipment supplier, but there is no
comprehensive list for the replacement parts for all the machines. Although
time consuming to create, a listing of parts can be valuable. Not every part on
the machines needs to be listed, rather only those parts that are likely to have a
finite life. We call these parts "maintenance worthy items." The list includes
items such as valves, bearings shafts, cylinders, hoses, circuit boards, motors and
pumps. Parts that make up the structures of the machine do not usually need to
be included. Once a list is constructed, judgements can be made about which
parts need to be stocked as spares. Easy cost trade-off calculations may be used to
assist in the judgements. Tools such as the inventory management tool shown
in Section 6.3 can be used to simplify the calculations.
8.4.7 Accounting System Changes
Measurements are important in determining what the conditions
currently are and in determining progress. Measurements are an important part
of incentives. Many firms have separate maintenance accounting and budgets.




No inventory system is perfect and continuous improvements are
necessary. As part of the improvement process an appraisal or check system is
needed. Janson suggests that in-depth appraisals of inventory systems be done at






* Adequacy of control methods
* Effectiveness of various departments
Although we do not include detailed descriptions of each of the above appraisal
areas, the list provides a starting point for thinking about the interactions of
different elements of inventory control. We refer the reader to Janson for more
details.
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Chapter 9: General Summary and Conclusions
In this thesis we investigated the use and inventory management of
consumables and spare parts. While noting that the optimization of spare parts
and consumables requires work in various areas, we chose to focus on the use
and in-house inventories of these items. More specifically, we looked at
reducing the shortages of these items in an economical manner. We started by
investigating the impact of downtimes caused by shortages of key consumables
and spare parts. In certain industries the shortage cost of a part may be large
when compared to the price of the part.
Once we had quantified the effects of shortages, we investigated inventory
policies with the aim of selecting a policy to reduce shortages economically.
Before we selected a policy, we grouped the items into A, B, or C Categories and
analyzed the demand of the A Category items. We found that historical
forecasting is appropriate for most of the items since few items expressed
significant trends or patterns. We also found that half of the items had Poisson
distributed demand. Based on the ease of calculation and simplicity, and based
on the demand analysis, we chose an order-point, order-quantity (s, Q) system for
further analysis. To assist in calculations we created an inventory management
tool. We also created a simulation model to compare the performance of the
selected (s, Q) policy with a current inventory policy which is not based on data
or theory. From the simulations, we found that the (s, Q) policy resulted in a
significantly reduced number of shortages, and, depending on expected average
demand chosen, reduced or only slightly increased ordering and holding costs.
In addition to discussing the inventory management of consumables and
spare parts, we described how system changes such as an implementation of a
Total Productive Maintenance program, or design and process changes can affect
the frequency of item replacement. Finally, we noted important considerations
for inventory management implementation.
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From this thesis we can draw the following key lessons and conclusions:
* The costs of equipment downtime due to shortages of spare parts and
consumable can be large if the downtime persists for an extended time. (An
extended time can be several hours, several days, or several weeks depending
on the type of manufacturing, the types and sizes of buffers, and the type of
customer).
* Demand analysis and the application of rules not only results in greater
service (fewer shortages), but may also reduce holding and ordering costs if
the current system is based on inappropriate forecasts of demand for each
item.
* Simulation is useful in determining and testing an appropriate inventory
policy. Current programs with graphical user interfaces simplify the creation
of models to make simulation a less expensive undertaking.
* In addition to focusing on the storage of spare parts and consumables, effort
should be placed on finding ways to reduce the usage of these items.
From this study we have identified the following areas for future research:
* Additional modelling of near simultaneous part failures in a manufacturing
environment.
* The effect of multiple inventory policies in a plant with an "open-system,
multiple-user" inventory control system.
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This appendix contains analysis of weekly demand for 12 consumable items.
The following are included:
1. Linear Regression Summary Results
2. Demand Scatter Plots and Regression Residual Plots
3. Lagged Residual Scatter Plots ( Etversus Et1 )
4. Residual Normal Probability Plots
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Item Coefficients Value Standard t- Statistic P-value Confidence Interval
Error Lower 95% Upper 95%
Item A Intercept 0.689 0.408 1.689 0.098 -0.131 1.509
Slope:(D/t) 0.033 0.014 2.398 0.020 0.005 0.061
Item B Intercept 0.805 0.458 1.758 0.085 -0.116 1.725
Slope:(D/t) 0.000 0.016 1-0.012 0.990 -0.032 0.031
Item C Intercept 0.694 0.372 1.863 0.069 -0.055 1.443
Slope:(D/t) 0.007 0.013 0.574 0.568 -0.018 0.033
Item D Intercept 1.518 0.372 4.082 0.000 0.770 2.265
Slope:(D/t) 0.000 0.013 0.008 0.994 -0.025 0.026
Item E Intercept 0.746 0.414 1.804 0.078 -0.086 1.578 j
Slope:(D/t) 0.000 0.014 -0.017 0.987 -0.029 0.028
Item F Intercept 0.125 0.214 0.584 0.562 -0.305 0.555
Slope:(D/t) 0.009 0.007 1.263 0.213 -0.005 0.024
Item G Intercept 0.500 0.188 2.668 0.010 0.123 0.877
Slope:(D/t) 0.001 0.006 0.120 0.905 -0.012 0.014
Item H Intercept 0.243 0.179 1.362 0.180 -0.116 0.602
Slope:(D/t) -0.001 0.006 -0.150 0.882 f-0.013 0.011
Item I Intercept 0.016 0.179 0.091 0.928 -0.344 0.376
Slope:(D/t) 0.003 0.007 0.466 0.643 -0.010 0.017
Item J Intercept 0.709 0.287 2.474 0.017 0.133 1.286
Slope:(D/t) 0.004 0.010 0.363 0.718 -0.016 0.023
Item K Intercept 0.411 0.204 2.019 0.049 0.002 0.821
Slope:(D/t) 0.000 0.007 0.048 0.962 -0.014 0.014
Item L Intercept 0.277 0.138 2.004 0.051 -0.001 0.554
Slope:(D/t) -0.001 0.005 -0.306 0.761 -0.011 0.008
Linear Regression Summary Results
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10 Week Moving Averages of Weekly Demand for 12 Consumable Items
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The above dimensionless curves are used in determining the percent cost penalty associated
with using the sequential approach for an (s,Q) system for the case of a fixed cost per stock
occasion, B1. The above graph is taken from Silver and Peterson (Silver 342). The vertical
axis is the percent penalty in the total of replenishment, carrying, and shortage costs. The
horizontal axis is the economic order quantity divided by the standard deviation of demand





The following are included:
1. User Interface
2. Stockout Penalty Look-up Table
3. Re-order Point Module
4. Order Quantity Module





























































































































































































































































Dim i As Integer
Dim A As Integer
Dim BT As Integer
Dim n As Integer
Dim y As Integer
Dim s As Integer
Dim nn As Integer
Dim nnn As Integer
Dim nsl As Integer
Dim ny As Integer
Dim sl As Long
Dim D As Integer
Dim Q As Single
Dim H As Single
Dim H1 As Single
Dim G As Single
Dim G1 As Single
Dim K As Single
Dim x As Single
Dim sigma As Single
Dim B As Single
Dim v As Single
Dim r As Single
Dim p As Single
Dim Denom As Single
Dim dw As Single
'This function calculates an inventory signal (safety or minimum) stock level








'Number of united Demanded in one year -D
'The order quantity --Q
'The cost of each unit (or value -v)
'The leadtime in number of periods -n
'(weeks is used for this program, days should be used in the Inventory
Management System)
'The Stock-out Penalty per stock-out occasion --B




Call Stocklevel(ByVal D, ByVal Q, ByVal v, ByVal n, ByVal B, ByVal r, ByVal BT, ByVal p,
s)
stkl = s - 1
End Function
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Re-order Point Module (continued)
'Subroutine to calculate the minimum stock level
Public Sub Stocklevel(ByVal D, ByVal Q, ByVal v, ByVal n, ByVal B, ByVal r, ByVal BT,
ByVal p, s)
A=0
dw = D / 52 'the average demand per week
x = n * dw 'the average demand per lead-time
sigma = Sqr(x) 'The standard-deviation of demand -this is an estimate
'The actual stand.dev. should be calculated and used once sufficient






If BT = 1 Then
Do Until A = 1G1= 0
G=0
y=0
sl = s + 1
ny = n - y
nsl = n - sl
Do While y < (s + 1)
G1 = (Factn(nn) / (Fact(y) * Factny(ny)))
G=G+G1    1
y=y+1
Loop
If v * r * G <= (D / Q) * B * (Factnn(nnn) /







* p A y* (1 - p) (n- y)
(Facts(s1) * Factns(nsl))) * p ^ (s + 1) * (1 -
'If the ave. demand per lead-time is 1.e. to 10 then a Poisson Distribution is assumed for the
demand pattern
'Using the Poisson Dist. an indifference point is found between keeping s and s+1 units in
stock
ElseIf x <= 10 Then




Do While y < (s + 1)
H1 = (x A y) * (Exp(-x) / Fact(y)) 'Probability of value less than s
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Re-order Point Module (continued)
H = H + H1
y=y+l
Loop
sl1 = s + 1








'If ave. demand per lead-time is greater than 10 a normal distribution is assumed for the
demand pattern
'The following equations calculate a safety factor K that is multiplied by the standard
deviation
If D * B / (Sqr(2 * Pi) * Q * v * sigma * r) <1 Then
K = 1.5 'Default factor for low demand and penalty items
Else
Denom = (Sqr(2 * Pi) * Q * v * sigma * r) 'Equation used to calculate safety
factor
K = Sqr(2 * Log((D * B) / Denom))
End If




Private Function Fact(y As Integer) As Double
'Subroutine to calculate the factorial
i= 1
Fact = 1
Do While i <= y




Private Function Facts(sl As Long) As Double
'Subroutine to calculate the factorial
j=1
Facts = 1
Do While j <= sl




Re-order Point Module (continued)
Private Function Factns(nsl As Integer) As Double
'Subroutine to calculate the factorial
m=1
Factns = 1
Do While m <= nsl




Private Function Factn(nn As Integer) As Double
'Subroutine to calculate the factorial
t=l
Factn = 1
Do While t <= nn
Factn = Factn * t
t = t + 1Loop
End Function
Private Function Factny(ny As Integer) As Double
'Subroutine to calculate the factorial
u=
Factny = 1
Do While u <= ny




Private Function Factnn(nnn As Integer) As Double
'Subroutine to calculate the factorial
t=
Factnn = 1
Do While t <= nnn















If R1 = 0 Then R1 = 1
If R2 = 0 Then R2 = 1
If Cost2a = 0 Then Cost2a = 1000000
If Cost3a = 0 Then Cost3a = 1000000
'compute Q3 and Q2 here
Q3 = Sqr((2 * (11 + Ship3)
Q2 = Sqr((2 * (11 + Ship2)
Costla, Ship1, R1, Cost2a, Ship2, R2, Cost3a,
* Demanda) / (Cost3a * Ratea))
* Demanda) / (Cost2a * Ratea))
'Find the region where the breakpoint occurs
If Q3 >= R2 Then
Qmax = Q3
ElseIf Q2 >= R1 Then
Qmax = Q2




Q1 = Sqr((2 * (11 + Shipl) * Demanda) / (Costla * Ratea))
Qmax = Q1
KostenQmax = Demanda * Costla + Demanda * (11 + Ship)
Ratea / 2
End If
'compute costs at breakpoints
KostenR2 = Demanda * Cost3a
KostenRI = Demanda * Cost2a
+ Demanda * (11
+ Demanda * (11
+ Ship) / R2 + Cost3a
+ Ship) / RI + Cost2a
* R2 * Ratea / 2
* RI * Ratea / 2






If KostenR < KostenQmax Then Quant = RR Else Quant = Qmax
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/ Qmax + Cost2a * Qmax *
/ Qmax + Costla * Qmax *
Order Quantity Module (continued)
Integerp = Fix(Quant)
Remain2 = ((Quant - Integerp) * 2)
Remainder = Fix(Remain2)
EOQuantity = Integerp + Remainder




Function Rcost(Bestell, Kostl, Rabattl, Kost2, Rabatt2, Kost3)
Rcost = 0
If Rabattl = 0 Then Rabattl = 1000
If Rabatt2 = 0 Then Rabatt2 = 1000
If Bestell >= Rabatt2 Then
Rcost = Kost3










1. Simulation Overall Model
2. Measurement Block
3. Variable Lead-Time Block
4. Inventory Level Plot
5. Plot of Demand and Remo
and Input-Output Screen
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